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[We) "can no other answer make
But thanks, and thanks again ... "
William Shakespere
Twelfth Night
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Foreword
The summer of

1989 drew teachers

from Northeast Alabama to

Jacksonville State University to participate
the JSU National Writing Project.

I
i

The

in the second institute of

teachers selected pooled their

experience--sharing techniques, responding to one another's writing, and
creating a renewed enthusiasm for
The participants

included

teaching writing in all

language arts

college English teachers, a

teachers,

disciplines.

high school and

librarian, a mathematics teacher,

and a

( i
I

football coach.
This anthology contains many of
during the Writing Project.

li
'

use

of process writing among

the creative writings produced

These selections represent the successful
teachers

represent the sharings of strangers who,

of writing.

Even more, they

through their Writing Project
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experiences, have become good friends and better teachers.
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Schedule of Activities
Mornings 9:00 - 9:15

Announcements
Journal Readings

9:30 - 10:30

First Presentation

10:45 - 12:00

Second Presentation

Monday

Peer Editing

Tuesday

Writing and Conference

Wednesday

Research

Thursday

Peer Editing

Afternoons -

I' \'

i

!

I

I

I

i

Special Guest Presentations June 28

Ms, Susan Hall Herport-Methvin
Jacksonville State University

June 28

Mr. Ken Guthrie - Sample
Presentation
Anniston Middle School

June 29

Dr. Mary K, Healy
University of California, Berkely

July 17, 18

Dr. Sam Watson
University of North Carolina,
Charolette

July 27

Graduation Luncheon
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PRESENTATION SUMMARIES

Maggie Bloomer
Looping: A Prewriting Technique
Prewriting or invention or discovery is generally accepted as an
essential stage preliminary to drafting any piece of writing. Looping
is one of several techniques that can be effective in exploring a
subject and generating ideas for writing.
The technique employs a
series (usually three) of short freewritings on a given topic; each
succeeding writing proceeds from the main (or most noticeable) idea that
emerges from the preceding freewriting. The result of the activity, is a
focusing of thoughts on the chosen topic and a pool of ideas to build
the composition on,

Nadine Bruce
Composition Bookmark

I I

I

Students welcome the chance to be creative through hands-on
activities. My presentation consisted of making a bookmark, On the
bookmark, participants placed organization and evaluation information in
outline form. The bookmark can be used as a handy reference for writing
in class because it helps to capsule the student's awareness of form and
organization needed in composition.
It provides quick criteria for
evaluation purposes and can easily be adapted to various disciplines.

Carole Campbell
Writing Across the Curriculum

I

I I

II

Ii

I

Writing across the curriculum can be greatly enhanced by using
books to stimulate creative thinking, to introduce new situations, and
to model different types of writing,
I showed a variety of books and
told how they could be used to motivate writing in language, math,
history, science, and literature.
Included in my presentation was a
student learning style survey to determine the way a student learns
best,

'

I
5

Barbara Eubanks
A Descriptive Nature Writing Assignment

"My Two Foot World"

,,

I

In this assignment students go outside and pretend that the two
feet of space around them is their world. They are to write descriptive
essays of what they see, hear, and feel, employing vivid words they
found in using the following outline:
I.
Introduction,
II.
Sights,
III.
sounds,
IV.
Feelings,
V.
Conclusion.
The
assignment may be used in various grades and can also be adapted for
different genres and disciplines.
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Imogene Heatherly
Connotation and Perspective

I

II
i I
I ,
' \

Early in the year I teach a short unit on connotation designed to
remind students that all writing is slanted according to the perspective
of the writer.
I want them to be conscious of their perspective and
thus be better able to control this element.
The preliminaries are done orally.
The students study a chart
containing ten sets of words, three words to a set. These words have
similar dictionary definitions, but subtle connotative differences. The
students decide which word in a set would give a favorable, neutral, or
negative connotation.
Next, using four words (odor, house, home,
child), they brainstorm, finding five favorable synonyms and five
unfavorable synonyms for each.
Finally, they must write three sets of paragraphs.
Each set
describes the same item or incident, but one paragraph is written from
the perspective of a person who approves of the situation; the other
paragraph, from one who disapproves.
For example, the teenager may
think a rock concert is heavenly although his grandfather may think it
is the work of the devil.

6

Gloria Horton
Audio-Visual Techniques for Teaching Writing

.

(

I I

j

To motivate students to write well, teachers must make writing a
pleasure rather than a chore. Audio-visual writing techniques allow the
student, through sensory stimuli, to learn and perform the different
types of writing, Tape recordings to teach division/classification and
comparison/contrast, pictures to teach description/narration,
and
newspaper articles to teach persuasion are a few viable options for the
writing teacher to explore.
Cartoons, photographs, slides, musical and
voice recordings, transparencies, and other audio-visuals are effective
in motivating good writing across the curriculum.

I

I
I

I

I

Carolyn Johnson
Creative Writing with Form Poetry
Utilization of a model "form" or imitation poem can be a helpful
teaching tool,
Perhaps this technique could assist English teachers in
introducing a poetry unit, involving all students, regardless of ability
or interest levels. Furthermore, the implementation possibilities for
elementary or high school classrooms are vast. Finally, composing form
poetry is simply F-U-N, and no one fails.
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Dana Key
Clusters in Prewriting Activities

!i

'j

I

(

I

Based on Gabriele Lusser Rico's book Writing the Natural Way, this
teaching technique for prewriting is most effective.
It enables even
the most reluctant student to write by "clusters" of thought,
Students
are taught the writing process by this method; they are responsible for
prewriting, first draft, peer group critique, revision, and final paper.
Students are responsible for all revision or editing before I place a
grade on their papers. Most students exhibit a sharp increase in their
ability levels as well as interest levels by this method.
7

Dale Laidlaw
Castles
"Castles II is a unit combining elements of fairy tales and
imaginary creatures, plus symbols and lifestyles in medieval times,
Students hear different versions of the same fairy tale, such as good
vs. evil or the values expressed through a specific character. Dragons
are shown, drawn, and studied, along with a knight's armor, parts of a
castle, and the flags associated with kingdoms and countries,
The
culmination of this unit is the writing of a child's individual "new"
fairy tale,
These fairy tales are shared with younger children, peers,
teachers, and parents.

i

j

Anna K, Mcilwain
Poetry Writing
I presented a lesson on teaching the writing of poetry in which I
stressed the necessity for teachers' understanding what poetry is and is
not, I also stressed that teachers should read poetry and even write it
themselves.
Some of the ideas (for getting students to write poems)
which I presented were brainstorming, writing haiku, and using Kenneth
Koch's ideas from his books--Wishes. Lies, and Dreams and Rose. where
did you get that red? I passed out several handouts on what poetry is
and some handouts with ideas for teaching writing of poetry.
After
reading and discussing "Tyger, Tyger" by William Blake, participants
wrote a question poem asking a question or questions of something
living, preferably a mysterious being, They then published these poems
by mounting them with materials available.
Students shared their
diverse poems by taping them on the wall,

:I
!I

Brian Mintz
Group and Class Writing Projects
I presented writing
ideas for group and class projects.
Activities included rewriting the nursery rhyme "Humpty Dumpty" and the
fable "The Tortoise and the Hare, 11
These projects focused on the
development. of character and plot structure.
Then students were asked
to produce an original character from a drawing or picture.
Group projects enable students to share ideas, spawn creativity
through a central
character or story, and provide a source of
organization for independent work.
8

Becky Nelson
Description Writing
The presentation began with the distribution of
scenic
photographs.
The class was asked to look at the photographs and write
descriptions of the scenes. The descriptions were then shared in small
group time.
Next was an introduction of new vocabulary words used in the short
story "By The Yangtse River," and the story was read. The class again
broke into small groups to answer questions about the story and to
discuss literal and figurative language in the story.
The writing connection was the concluding activity.
"By The
Yangtse River" is a lovely short story of a young girl and a marvelous
boat, the owner unknown.
The young girl writes that the boat will
always belong to her, no matter who owns it. The class was asked to
think of similar feelings about an object, place, or animal they
considered their own but which cannot be bought or owned, and to write
reasons it was or still is important to them.

i iI

Jean O'Shields
Writing with Numbers

I,

Writing can be used as a vehicle for developing mathematical
skills. In my presentation I demonstrated how deductive and analytical
skills are used to solve problems.
Using a factoring matrix,
participants wrote rhymes and raps which demonstrated how writing can be
used to stimulate rote learning.
I also displayed a statistical
baseball card produced as a group project in one of my classes. Making
this card involved research, writing, and mathematical skills.
9

Eva Timmons
Narrative Writing in Primary-Age Children

, I

i \

' l

In recent years no part of the preschool curriculum has received
more attention than language development. Since listening and speaking
are the earliest language processes a child learns, my presentation
shows teachers how to unfold students' awareness and develop oral
language growth.
Children learn through different methods--by group
activities, exposure, and DOING, As a teaching tool to stress capital
letters and periods I used a home-made velcro word chart using words
previously learned to make complete sentences.
To enhance language
growth I showed Fisher-Price's Terrific Trips, a series of VHS tapes, to
discover the world through real life adventures,
After the teachers
viewed the tapes, I instructed them on how these films could be used in
developing stories.
For a group activity I gave out booklets to
participants to write autobiographies and informed them of ways teachers
could extend story writing into other areas.
By following these
suggestions, teachers
can promote verbal expression,
stimulate
storytelling skills, encourage group cooperation, practice decoding
symbols and written words, and increase self-confidence,

Norma Jean Tow
Presentation Summary

Writing and drama in the classroom was the , theme for my
presentation. I explained how I used a writing assignment as a lead-in
for a dramatic enactment.
I briefly discussed the history ·Of drama,
beginning with the earliest form, pantomime.
I concluded . my
presentation with a writing/drama activity,

II
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· Amelia W. Vinson
A Humanities Approach to the Writing Class

I

I

i

My presentation focuses on my philosophy of teaching: English is
just a part of the humanities.
Art, music and literature of different
time periods help to define each other. I stress an understanding of
all three areas and many of my classroom activities deal with this
concept. I also offer my classes (grades 10-12) opportunities td use
creative art forms in conjunction with a writing assignment. Films and
drama are included in my teaching, as well as newspaper journalism and
modern poetry. One activity my students enjoy is the ink blot writing.
After creating a new "thing" from India ink on typing paper, I ask th~
students to identify the blot, then write a three-line poem using a
prescribed poem form. The exercise also encourages the use of strong
verb choices and thesauruses.
I gave handouts (listing the various
resource books, tapes, and services which I use in my class) to
participants. I also distributed an outline of the ink blot lesson and
a list of ideas for and levels of art and music usage in the high school
language arts program.

iI
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Maggie Bloomer
~obody is bored when he is trying to make something that is beautiful, or to
discover something that is true.
-Killiam Inge
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Maggie Bloomer
JSU Writing Project
Summer 1989

MAROONED
Alone .....
I stand gazing after retreating form.
A moment, a touch, a fleeting, flitting thought.
Tide flows out from barren beach.
Did you not feel my need?
Did my comprehension seal up your compassion?
A warm, inviting pool, treacherous in its depth.
Did you fear comfort, release from fear?
Barren within fortress,
Walls gone,
vacuum revealed.
Silent cries echo within chambers.
Seek me, touch me, hear me!
Stop long enough to see;
The enemy is vanquished.

/i
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Maggie Bloomer
J"SU Writing i'roject
Summer 1989
COLD OCTOBER NIGHT
Five

thousand people

sitting

under a

canopy of

stars

stare

expectantly at the dark stage peopled with dim outlines of rectangular
shapes.

As stage lights come up, revealing a series

platforms,

a lone

saunters to

workman

i

shirt and

the lower right corner of the stage

piece of equipment.
,I

in white

and begins to

of empty, box-like
suspendered trousers

and begins to adjust a

Balding, unpretentious, the man picks

strum, singing quietly, tentatively.

finished,

James 'l'aylor,

foined by

a second guitarist in

up a guita:r·

The gentle ballad

Sweet Baby James, introduces

himself and

faded jeans, his long

is

hai.r flowing in

wispy strands,
From such an

inauspicious beginning, this

October evening swells
alternately driving

quickly to

and purring as the

one, mounted by performers,
the

fill the

glowing stage,

the

concert

on a

chill

amphitheater with rhythm

boxes on the stage

are, one by

Ranged on the grassy carpet rising before

audience is

gradually infused with

a spirit

nostalgic for those old enough to remember James '1'aylor' s youthful debut
into soft rock two decades

ago.

here

numbers,

in smaller,

performances
Roads,"
I

I

restless

of "Shower

The younger generation,

the People

too young

to

represented

remember original

You Love With Love"

and "Country

listens with deceptively absent··minded attention between urgent

I

messages to

friends near

concession stand for
the

keen

distant on

the lawn

survival rations, their

appreciation

applause when a

and

expressed

by shouts,

performer executes a

14

and

trips to

the

casual attention belying
whistles

and vigorous

particularly intricate phrase

or

M. Bloomer
movement.
'l'he spirit creeps through the listeners, at first
from the chill

that gradually pervades the crowd dS

undistinguished

orange remnants of

October sunset withdraw their warmth behind the left wing of
One

after another

metallic driving
seems not

Taylor dnd
beat, with

unsuited

company render ballad,
an appealing,

to the

varied

soul--rock, even

almost country

audience and

the

the stage.

flavor that

setting, an

odd

juxtaposition of park, pasture, and inte1·state highway.
As the concert draws to a close, the effects of the crisp fall air
are obvious in huddled, shivering forms nevertheless raptly engrossed in

'I

the captivating performance.
Friend."

On

their feet

'.l'hen the 'l'aylor trademark -- "You've Got a
as

a body,

listeners

become participants,

swaying shoulder to shoulder, softly singing, "Just call out my name and
you
I

I

know, wherever

friend."

you are,

Stage lights

fade

I'll come
as the

subdued mass

reflective, in a rare epiphany, sensing,
I

i

I

I

brotherhood of man.

I
I

I
i
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running to

you; you've

got a

stands, hushed

and

for at least this moment,

the

Maggie Bloomer
JSU Writing Project
Summer 1989
Thelma
October 10, 1912 -- March 29, 1982
Today was
years, had

laid to rest a

hampered and plagued

spirit, freed from such a
to be

going home

temporary
those

But, while

Whitman brought

her, and

it is hard

the spii-it

for seventy

trapped within

painful prison, must have sighed

at last.

home, Miss

who knew

Somehow

tiny, shrunken body which,

glory to

to feel sorry

she was

That

with relief

forced to endure

inspiration

the God

it.

and new

she served

for oneself in

her

courage to

so tirelessly.

the face of

such an

unselfpitying acceptance of life,
To politicians and promoters of various causes, she must have been
the ideal audience.

i

I

hesitant to be heard,
which to

I

I

She listened, she cared, and she responded,
she voiced her opinions and

her seemed worthy.

information.

She

supported the causes

was never inactivated

Knowing where to look or

Never

by a

lack of

whom to ask is a job well begun,

I
she believed.
Thelma, as
each

she was known

day with eyes and

to friends

ears alert to

and family, seemed

drink in the

to meet

beauties of nature

.I II
I

within her limited environment.
have time

to wither before

The tiny flowers of grass, which rarely

being cut

down by

a power

delight to her, and she wished to know them by name.
of her

kitchen a

almost as

potato vine

much space as

cascaded from

mower, were

In a sunny cornet-

its watery bed,

Thelma herself occupied.

a

And she

claiming
was always

ready with accurate advice on the care of violets or the nutritional and
culinary value of Jerusalem artichokes.

16
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Neighborhood
frequently
with

children,

recognizing

popped in to honor her with

her

some other

earthy

a

kindred

spirit

in

her,

a dandelion corsage or to share

treasure.

Accurately anticipating

he~

delight in their gifts, they were rewarded by being regaled with stories
of her own childhood
Mama and

which seemed as near

Daddy preparing

for Lord's

as yesterday in her

Day worship

memory:

on a drizzly

spring

morning while Thelma and Jack manage to play gingerly in the mud without
soiling their church clothes -- Mama resolutely sweeping the

front yard

clean of any vestige of grass and repeatedly pouring warm dishwater over
it

until it is

hard and

smooth as a

stone courtyard --

trooping excitedly off to Brownsville school

the children

in high-laced brown shoes,

and crisp plaid dresses and white shirts, eager to meet the challenge of
a new
into

year of learning.
a less

The images

merciful adult

wonder, sepia tones

of innocence and

wodd without

eagerness march

losing their

freshness and

blending indiscriminately with black

and white and

kodachrome.
At

a

time

when I

was

particularly

inclined to

unfortunate ironies of life, Thelma ·reached out to
to search beyond

myself and my own troubles.

she nevertheless was obliged to depend
inadequate physique denied her.
'

I

II

that

willing

service to

dwell

on the

me and challenged me

Independent to the core,

upon others far the mobility her

This she did graciously, no doubt aware

others

strengthens

character as

few

other

expedences can do.
When a group outing was planned for a Sunday in May, Thelma seemed
pleased

at

families to

the anticipation
bring ice cream

of

going

freezers.
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with me.
The

She urged

trip from the

several

door of her

M. Bloomer
apartment

to the car, waiting as

close to the curb

as possible on the

day of the picnic, required nume.-ous maneuvers from wheelchafr to walker
to car

seat, moves that were rather

to her.

Not to be daunted

only when she felt
spectator

in

by her fear, she made

ready.

At the

body only,

runner, regardless of

rooting

team.

elicited as much delight

birds

each step firmly and

impromptu softball game, Thelma
from under

A brief survey of

her

sunbonnet

was

for each

the loaded picnic table

from her as it did from the heartiest appetite

among us, although the meal
of the

delicate and obviously frightening

she savored would be dwarfed by

pecking crumbs

under the

trees.

The

the repast
was a

day

rare

pleasure rather than the duty I might have expected it to be.
For

i
1

I
I

a short time I

i

wisdom, dispensed

unhesitatingly

which she

began slowly to revive

I

profit from her

company and her

i

I

but

never obnoxiously

as

we

dined

together in a restaurant or in her kitchen, or drove together to outings
or to worship,

I

was able to

I

never willingly

missed.

My wounded

and to be ·healed as hers advanced

toward the rest she knew

waited not too far away.

spirit

unflaggingly

I felt privileged to

have had the opportunity to provide ·such small assistance,

and ennobled

by even this brief proximity to such spirit.
So it was that I knew for the first time what I had heard so often
before, that death is
I

I

I

sing, with

a beginning, a cause

for rejoicing, and

could

others who had shared a bit of her life, "It Is Well With My

Soul. 11
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CUTTIN' GRASS
A few years ago, when my children were younger, I frequently found
myself behind the wheel of a car for long periods of time, often late at
night, singing to myself and meditating on life.

These days it seems

the house and the yard keep me tied to them by tendrils of duty such as
i

!

cleaning the garage and cutting grass.

Last year the country was hit by

such a drought that grass cutting was reduced in proportion to the water
shortage.

But not so this summer.

Mother Nature has been working night

and day to catch up, and I, consequently,

have to work all weekend to

catch up with her!
Now, my yard

(yard, not lawn)

bears more of a resemblance to

a

wetlands area than it does to anything people would ever think of having
a party on.

The fire

ants have made that back half-acre

their own

special territory, and all the while I'm pushing my old Craftsman· around
back there, I'm also doing a mighty good imitation of a highstepper at a
Friday night game.

I

know that Craftsman wishes

her name was John

Deere, tool
Well,

since I don't have all that nice peaceful driving time to

get my meditating done, grass cutting time just has

to do.

It's the

only time I don't have something to read or somebody to talk to, except
for my sleeping time.

So I crank up the mower, holding my breath every

time lest she has finally gotten too worn out to make it again, and head
for the anthills.

.I

I like to tackle the back first, because once I
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get
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that done, the rest is like coasting.
I

begin to carve up that rugged terrain into rectangles, feeling

just like one of the
wilderness.

early pioneers

chiseling townships

out of the

I hack my way through the swamp, stopping every few feet to

resuscitate the mower when it chokes down with soggy clots of grass and
mud.

As I blaze the path, I think of everyone I know who is taking life

easy right at that moment, and I mutter and swear that I'm the only
human being who

gives a hang about anything under the sun,

including

friendship and motherhood and integrity and a decent appearance.
I

What's

more,

I have a very special

said,

"You just let me know if I can help;" or "I' 11 bet those kids are

thought for each and every one who ever

I

a big help to you;" or "Why don't you ever watch TV?"

i

About that time I begin to think back over all the hardships of my

I
I I

life.

I I

about happening.when someone is about to die.

i
/

I

iI

They pass before my mind's

eye just like what you always hear
I savor each one with

indignant vitriol leveled at the perpetrator of each indignity,

every

anthill or boggy stop a different event in a life of persecution.
Gradually,

as

I begin to exhaust the roll of afflictions, I

inevitably notice that I am coming to the edge of the wilderness.

I

have survived the swamp and the insects, and have flattened many of the
foothills.

At last I

can raise my head and look up, instead of down at the rough,

r

I

The way ahead of me is clear and almost smooth.

rocky

I

ground before me.
of my hardiness.

My mind begins to clear, purged of the anger, proud
I feel the strength in my limbs and in my spirit.

know, once again, I can deal with whatever life puts in my way,

20

I
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"Hi, Mom.

Whatcha been doing?"

"Cuttin' grass."

I

I

!
I

i
\
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I

Imogene Heatherly
Wisdom consists not so much in knowing what to do in the ultimate as knowing
what to do next.
-Herbert Hoover
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Doc
burned in Dad

There always
first.

smartest and he would be the family's

prominence,

so

Papa sent

preacher."

His

tone of

should

have been me."

this thimble

Jack

Dad

of

off

to college

voice implied, "I

local country school,

With

and a desire

to be

Even after sixty years his story would begin, "Papa decided that

Jack was the

the

a desire to know

best bet to achieve
to

become

wish it

a Baptist

had been

me.

It

himself received one term-·-three months--in
where he learned to

education, he

read, write and cipher,

launched

an effort

to

prove to

Grandpa that it was a mistake to choose Uncle Jack as the family star.
Not talking much about

his self-study efforts, he would

continue

the story: "Then I took an exam and taught school for two years.

i

:

i

:
i I

took a

second exam and entered medical school in Atlanta."

farmed

and took up

tickets at

the Cyclorama

There Dad

a wife

The

dug under

the porch, the long hours, the interesting people who came to
of the "Burning of Atlanta,"

the vegetable

and two

children,

see the wonder

experience was an adventure:

to feed

Then 1

cellar Dad

The only sad note was that

he finished second in his class at medical school.
By the time I was
years old

and looked

born, the thirteenth child, Dad was
like a

beardless Santa in

fifty-nine

civilian dress.

His

cheeks were full and round even though he had lost all his teeth when he
was

forty and refused to wear dentures,

matter what the job,

all his outfits were

trousers, a long-sleeved

No matter what the season, no
identical:

a pair

white shirt, and a black string
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of black

bow tie whioh

I . Heather 1y
he could tie perfectly with his eyes closed.
His two-room
a storage

shed.

office was in a building attached to a corn crib and
Several

years later,

Dad remodeled, making

part of the waiting room, but keeping the corn crib.
I went to

shuck corn for·

the chickens, I would

the shed

Eve:r:y evening when

have to go

across the

waiting room, ask a patient to move his chair, open a door, and crawl up
into the corn crib.
The office
small lab

Ii

I

room.

on another,

The

disease was by the

nothing to brag
i

about.

the middle

below.

a

of the

to ceiling with

white

the front of

These shelves were full of

An astute patient

size bottle Dad poured

reached fo:r:· a pint

could tell how

his medicine from.

gallon jug the patient had a
If Doc

on one wall,

braces that ran from

tablets and liquid.

If Doc reached for a two

I

covered from floor

shelf to the back of the shelf

rare his

roll-top desk

examination table in

supported by four inch

medicines, both

i

an ancient

and an

other walls were

pine shelves
each

proper had

common illness--

bottle, the patient

had an affliction he could tell his grandkids about.

If Doc reached fo1'

an eight

Doc himself

ounce bottle,

the patient had

an ailment

would

report to the Cullman County Medical Association.
Although he

bought his pills

from People's Drug Store, Dad mixed
himself.
medicine
drugs.

He never

measured.

and premixed

liquids in bulk

lots

quite a few of his liquid medicines

He would pour

one liquid

into a clear

bottle, then hold it up to the light as he poured in the other
Ile depended on a subtle change in

color to indicate when he had

it just right.
'.I'wo of his

original formulas were

i

, I
l !

i

I
I
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famous.

One

was a

sure-fire

I. Hedtherly

cure for athlete's foot; the other for what was
cramps."

I had no occasion to use the first preparation, but I did take

the second one once,

It smelled so terrible that I

when Dad unscrewed the bottle cap.
taste.

politely called "female

Then all day

From then on, all

hdd to hold my nose

'fhe odor was a mild preview of

and part of the next, I burped

the

the taste back up,

Dad had to do to cure me of the monthly vapors was to

reach for that little bottle of magic blend.
Dad had his
gauge.

He

clinic and

!, II

told us
taught

instrument.

would poke

stories about
all

the old

His only other

hospital and

the

stethoscope, a urinalysis lab,
how, as a
timers

and a blood

young doctor,

how to

use

this

tools were the X-Rdy machine at

his skills, basically

his keen sense of

pressure

he held

a

progressive
the county

observation,

He

and tap on the patient, look under his bottom eye lid, watch

way he walked, and

even smell his

body odor,

He

swore that most

serious diseases had distinct odors.
These few tools and
patient to a
I

I

I

I
!

I

his skills served him well.

When Dad sent a

specialist, the patient usually reported some variation of

the following conversation:
Dr. Khun: "What seems to be the problem?"
Patient: "I've got Endocarditis."
Dr. Khun: "Who said you had that?"
Patient:

"Dr. Gross. "

Dr. Khun: "Well, that's what you got then."
In his later years Dad
to

have tests run on

know their medicine."

was contemptuous of young doctors

their patients to make
He

d diagnosis.

would shake his head.
25

"Now, when

who had

"They don't
I was, .. , "

I. Heatherly

and he would start his monologue.
Dad ran his medical practice without office help.
was an extension to the office phone; and if Dad was
answered the phone
did phone duty.

and took messages.

out on a call, Mom

If Mom was out, one of

us kids

God help us if we took down wrong directions or failed

to give Dad an emergency memo.
original one-minute phone talk.
teens, I

The house phone

For personal calls, Dad
All the t.ime l

invented the

was home, even

in my

can remember only two calls that lasted over five minutes, and

both times Dad was out of town.
'fhe price

list Dad used never

office visit, four dollars for

changed:

a house

delivering a baby, medicine included,

three

call, and

dollars for

fifty dollars

an
for

Even at these prices some of his

patients couldn't. pay until harvest time.

Each night he would sit down

in a straight-back chair, put his left hand on his knee, close his eyes,
and put the

I

1

I. I

fingers of his right hand on his forehead.

·rhen he would

recite from memory who owed three dollars and who owed

four dollars and

who had paid two dollars on their baby's delivery bill.

Mom wrote these

dictations in a huge ledger the size of a family Bible.

In October, Dad

would limit his practice for a few weeks and send out statements.
statements had a fair

return.

Half the patients paid

•rbe

in full, about a

fourth made a partial payment, and another fourth paid in silence,

I
II
'
I

I

Dad rarely refused to treat a delinquent patient, but if he didn't
pay something by the second year, Dad becdl\1e cold and business- like with
him.

By the time

would see one

Dad reached his late seventies, some of his patients

of the younger doctors if they had cash money, and Dad if

they wanted the visit to be put on the books,
26
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Dad had no set office hours

and he rarely took a <lay off,

often at work before sunrise and got home after

bedtime,

He was

'l'hree or four

times a week his rest would be interrupted by a phone call announcing an
emergency.
anyone

Only in the last

years of his life did I ever hear him turn

down, and both times he was sick

him, he would take two days off

I

I

I

afternoon of

each month to go

When the work got to

and visit his family members who

1'he only time he took off

out of town.
I

himselt.

lived

regularly was the first Sunday

to a sacred harp singing in

the county

' '

oourt house.
I I

11

In

the fifty-one years Dad

five thousand babies,

practiced medioine, he delivered over

the only statistios he bothered to

keep up with.

He saw two patients three days before he died,
Even now, almost
older people whose
Gross' s daughter.

thirty years

faces light up when they
'rhey

made sure I

"Old Doc knew how

I

'

come in first.

I

:
I
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and "Doc had to

Saved the baby

and

r was of a shot and he always

afraid

had a simple disease that

still meet

find out that I'm Old Doc

got there in time.

only needed pills."

these stories, sometimes with moist eyes.
I I

death, I

tell me how the roads were bad

walk a mile in the rain, but he
Mom, too," or

after Dad's

With a lot

I

smile at

of people Dad did

I. Heatherly
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I Need an Attitude Adjustment
1 don't want

to revise a poem fifteen times
I'm trying to frame a moment,
not build a monument.
Besides, the phone rings;
the pot boils over;
the moon rises.
: I
I

I

I

I ,

!I

I stand in the center
of my cluttered life
full of little things-Now what was I doing?

'

I

I

I!

II
II

!I
'

'

I

'

i

t

iI
I

l

ll
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Momma's Practicing Dying

:r
I '

She's giving up her treasures
one
by
one.
Daughter got the oil painting
of Daddy.
Son got the roll-top desk
and four postered bed,
rickety with sixty years of rest.
Momma's practicing letting go,
She no longer plants gardens
or smells wild roses.
She's putting her church duties
in orderly files.

' I

i

\ iI

i

!I

She talks about Revelations
more and more,
sitting on the couch,
bent, wrinkled, fragile.
I grieve.
I'm practicing too.

I i.
I

I

1·

i

f

I l

II

.I I.
\ I
'

I.

II

Ii
''
11
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Norma Jean Tow
All the world's a stage,
And all the men and women merely players.
They have their exits and their entrances,
And one man in his time plays many pal'ts.
From As You Like It
by William Shakespeare

,I

I,

II

'I

II
I

I

II
II
I

(

I ,
i I,
i

I,
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MEMORIES AND FRIENDSHIPS
Memories ax-e made with God's camera,
Stored neatly in that filing cabinet
called the Brain-How perfectly convenient!

' !

I i
! ,

Friendships are made with God's
knowledge,
Held protectively in that treasure chest
called the Heart-How perfectly ingenious!
Both are created for God's purpose,
Meant exclusively for that time capsule
called the Future-How perfectly eternal!

i I

'

I ,

,I

! I

I I
''
! /

i

r
!
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THE MISERY OF BEING CONTENT WITH NOTHING
"The misery of being content with nothing"
written by a teenage girl,

are words that were

Did these words describe her own feelings or

someone else's?

I will never know,

was nonplussed.

How could anyone

When I read them the first time, I
absorb misery so full as

to reach a

state of contentment while embracing nothing and have a desire to live?
Since I was a novice teacher at the time, I felt too inexperienced
to

ask the student what she had on her mind when

she wrote this.

The

paper was graded and returned to the author, and the puzzling phrase was
!I
j

i

t

\

tucked away

in my memory.

Much later

in my teaching

career, I would

have occasion to recall that phrase.
, I
I

I

f

I

I met this little guy (I will call him Adrian)
twelve.

He had been in a correctional

'
when he was about

institution for several months

I I

and was on probation.

Adrian lumbered into my classroom on that first

morning without a pen, pencil,

or paper.

I asked him if he had any

material in his locker; he shrugged his shoulders and turned his head to
gaze
I
I

l

I

out the window.

Adrian's apathy.

In the following weeks,

I would learn to expect

He seemed to have nothing; he seemed to want nothing--

except trouble,
Unfortunately, everyone came to know Adrian because his bitterness
oozed out on all of

US,

If he wasn't trying to hurt someone, he was

I

I
I '

Ii '

1.

II
' '

trying

to hurt himself.

cost him his freedom,
happened

Predictably,

Adrian committed an offense that

He tried to jump out of the window.

so quickly the class wasn't fully

32

It all

aware of what did happen.

N. Tow
And if

it hadn't been

have

for an exceedingly alert student,

succeeded with his

plan.

He was

returned

Adrian might

to the

juvenile

authorities.
The next time

;I
' !

taller.

I met Adrian, he was a few years older but not much

I had been transferred to another school, and when I discovered

he would be in one of my
I

I

i i

I

i

Adrian's nightmarish antics was
prepare myself

for

the

disintegrated quickly,
angry response.
;I
I

I

classes, I

The memory of

too vivid in my mind.

worst,
Adrian

was not happy,

hoping

flaunted

That response came

for

I tried

the best,

his bitterness,

in the form of

to

My hopes
tempting

an

a discipline slip,

However, sending him to the principal's office meant nothing to Adrian,
Suspending him from school for three days meant nothing,

He returned to

class as belligerent as ever,
Finally, I decided to try another approach with Adrian,
to be a way of lancing

iI

that bitterness.

counseling if he knew other people were
welfare.
remove

I

wish I could write

that festering

sore, but

There had

Maybe he would respond to
genuinely concerned about his

that I was instrumental in helping him
I cannot,

His

hostilities remained

under that mound of infection.
Since I

couldn't reach Adrian,

suggestions to his probation

officer.

I thought

I

might make

Perhaps if Adrian

some

could be sent

I /

somewhere else to live--another world where no one knew him and he knew
no one.

Surely there was

someone who would be willing

young man

an opportunity to start life over--a rebirth,

to give this

11

:I

I

was told

politely it would involve too much "red tape."
For a while Adrian's behavior did seem to improve,
33

At least, he

N, Tow
was quiet

in my room, and I considered that a blessing,

He sat in his

seat without lifting a pencil or writing a word, but he was quiet.
misinterpreted his quietness.
and others

Possibly he was thinking about things I

who were concerned about him had said.

Sincerely believing

this, I expected him to come to class one day ready to work.
wrong,

Before the next six weeks ended,

detention,

Adrian was back

I was ALL
in juvenile

I never saw Adrian again,

Eventually, Adrian's bitterness overwhelmed and consumed him.
nineteen he was tried for and convicted of murder,

II
I

I

lawyer tried to

During the trial his

explain Adrian's background, but his lifestyle was

excuse to rob another

person of the right

to live.

At

no

Adrian will spend

the rest of his life in the state penitentiary.
The misery of being content with nothing,
life?

I chose to

call this unfortunate human being Adrian because the

name Adrian in Latin means dark.
light to come into his
I

life.

Maybe one day Adrian will permit some

For the moment he must endure the misery

I

I.

of being content with nothing.

II
I

I

!

' I

!

I

I

I
I

I
I

Is that Adrian's lot in
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I stared at the crocheted booties

a long time

them in the white tissue paper and slipped them into
my dresser.

I could not resist buying these dainties

girl who had knocked

at the door earlier in

the day.

budget already had stretch. marks, 1 didn't think
for

concern financially.

someday.
I

i

r

i

1,

investment.

I was

the top drawer

but I

or

from the little
Even though our
cause

wanted children

purchase to be

a practical

However, I was a young and extremely na.ive new bride.

After dinner I waited for just the right moment to show my husband
the items.

I placed them in his hand.

soft green and white color combination the
these tiny shoes.
! I

wrapped

$1, 50 would be

not pregnant,

therefore, considered the

before I

Nor did he

delicately attached

There was no mention of the
artist had used to create

seem to notice

to the rim or

the lace trim that was

the satin ribbon that was

pulled

through the crocheted

thread and then tied to form a perfect bow in the

front of each bootie.

My tears followed his totally unkind remark that

no child born would have feet small enough to wear those things and that
I

I

! !

!•

j

!

!
!

I

i

I had wasted $1,50,
Oh,

he tried to wipe

feelings with
responded to

lovely names

away my

quiet tears

and heal

my wounded

such as sweetheart and darling,

the treatment, but

I knew (with the

35

I

intuition only women

possess, whether. they are young and naive or old and wise)
made a mistake in buying these tiny booties.

and

I had

not

N, Tow
Two years
cuddly.
. !

later our first ohi1d

He

was beautiful and

He tit perfectly in my arm, and his big toe poked right through

the end of the tiny bootie .

I

was born.

from Proud Papa,

Naturally, I got the "I told you so

grin"

I did not respond to his pompous smirk; I knew l would

use the bootie because there would be other children--girls with smaller
feet.
A daughter was born
soft and pink.

That was not

s~ne bootie scenario
and me.
! !
I

i
•

the following year;

her feet were small

and

enough--the tiny booties did not fit.

The

from the previous year

My confidence in my woman's intuit i.on began to melt.

were getting to me; maybe I had made a mistake.

husband
'i'he grins

l rewrapped the booties

and put them in the far corner of my dresser drawe1:,
Our

third child

was born; she

weighed nine

mention the booties, nor did my husband,

Ii

ensued between my

suspense of not actually knowing

pounds,

l did not

However, I could not stand the

the booties did not

fit.

When I

Jas

alone with the baby, I got the tiny things out and tried to slip them on

i

I

1.

I

'. I
I !

her feet.

Tears

sentimental,
wear,

pinched my

I had

eyes reminding

many pairs

But these tiny booties were

me that I

of beautiful booties
special.

was silly
for the

and

baby to

There was no logic,

rhyme

or reason for the way I felt about the booties,
Tending to three
about

anything.

mind, and
toys,

small children is enough

'fhe little shoes drifted

I began living in

to make anyone

forget

to an unreachable part of my

a world filled with

When our fourth child was born three

bottles, diapers, and

months prematurely, those

crocheted dainties did not belong to my conscious thoughts,
F'rom the

beginning we were

told not
36

to expect a

miracle.

'i'he

N. Tow
baby's weight dropped from 2 lbs 12 ozs to 2 lbs 2 ozs.
keep him alive consumed us.

Every day was

The struggle to

filled with hope and despair

until one day we were told we could take him home.
I

was extremely

nervous the day my husband and I

hospital to get our baby who now weighed almost
talk; 1 could not think.

I

I i

b

drove to the

lbs.

l could not

If J. thought, 1 would remember every crisis we

had faced the last. 7 weeks.

I would remember when the baby had stopped

breathing; he simply forgot

to breathe because he was so premature, the

)

doctor had said,

It was staggering to think

the responsibility

of

keeping this tiny morsel in this world was being passed to me.
'fhe nurse brought the baby into the room and laid him on the bed,
i

1

I

I trembled as I dressed him.

The nurse stood behind me, recounting the

story of his remarkable survival.

My

husbund was beside me; he seemed

to be listening to the nurse, but I knew he wasn't.

He was watching me

and trying to appear calm.
Everything was finally
j

I

I

1

tiny booties,

in place except for

I remembered them sometime

informing us that our son was going to make it.

one thing.

after

the

Yes, the

phone call,

My husband did not know

I had them among the other paraphernalia until he saw the familiar ball
of tissue paper.
be able to

As I slipped them on his precious feet, I knew I would

take care

booties fit perfectly.
I

I
I

wasn't grinning.

of my

infant son fost l:ine because

'fhe tears were falling, but this time my husband

Instead, I saw an impish gleam in his

"women! ! 11
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those tiny

eye that said

I

I

I

I

i

Jeri Holcomb
If our work is not our play, then we should quit, take a job, and make some real
money,
-Donald Murray
I

I

:I

:I
I

I

11

II
I

!
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THE CAT WHO SHARED
I think Blackie had taken up residence
actually moved into the house.

in the barn before we

She made her presence known as soon as

we moved in and turned Rosy, our milk cow, into the pasture,

(Blackie

earned her name because of her crow black fur--not a very original
choice on our part.)
I i

We first noticed her during evening milkings, when

she would sidle along the hall of the barn and wait for a saucer full of
Rosy's warm milk.

Daddy always obliged.

In the mornings,

join Rosy in the pasture, moving from fence post to
herself as Rosy grazed.

she would

fence post, sunning

If Rosy moved too far from her chosen post,

Blackie would abandon it to weave in and out of Rosy's legs,
\
I

when Rosy bedded down,

At night,

Blackie would curl up under her neck in a warm

I

spot that just fit.
I

Occasionally we would see her in the crib or in one of the stables

I

stalking gophers that were as big as she was.
gophers that
dozens

No doubt it was the

lured her to our barn in the first place,

of them,

and they sometimes scampered about as

playground; it was a cat's paradise.

There were
though on

a

(Of course their numbers dwindled

in a hurry.)
I longed to pet Blackie, for at that time we had no other cats to
!

I

wallow in the attention a five-year-old girl would willingly give.

I

tried to win her trust by sitting statue-like on an upside down foot tub
with a saucer of milk at my feet,

11

that.

but she was too smart to

There was no enticing her to come near me.
39

fall for

Even Daddy, who fed

J. Holcomb
her morning and night, couldn't lay a hand on her; she would rub against
no legs but Rosy's.

Only once did I succumb to the urge to pet Blackie,

regardless of the consequences.

As I sat on my foot tub stool during an

evening milking, she passed so near me that
switching tail--and so
! !

' i

she turned on

I did.

me,

By the time my hands clenched her tail,

hissing and spitting with a fierceness

momentarily paralyzed me.
need.

I could easily grab her

that

She didn't claw or scratch, but there was no

I couldn't let go fast enough.

After that episode, I respected

her space and never even reached my hand toward her again.
i

I

In spite of her lack of affection for any of us, she redeemed
herself through her devotion to Rosy,

Any old cat might rest on a fence

post or weave in and out of the cow's legs as she grazed;
even sleep in the hollow of her neck, but
"catch of the day,"
I

r

I

few would share with her the

especially if it was a fat gopher.

Not only did she share, she shared exactly HALF, as
measured with a ruler.
sometimes a squirrel.

some might

Blackie did.

if it had been

Sometimes it was a gopher, sometimes a rabbit,
Whatever the offering, it was placed under Rosy's

feed trough at night for her to find the next morning.
At first, when Daddy found these portions, he left them, thinking
Blackie would return for them later.
given to Rosy was Rosy's;
thoughts,
I'

I

But she never did.

there were no

What she had

strings attached,

no second

And she never left half of a mouse or other small prey, she

left only half of her prize catches.

Even during the times she had

I

kittens, if she nabbed something special, half of it went under Rosy's
trough.

Although Blackie didn't leave an offering every night, when she

did leave one, she left only the best.
40
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We never knew what happened to Blackie.
up

She just failed to show

at milking time one evening, and we never saw her again.

surprised.

We weren't

Such a departure was fitting with her elusive nature.

we missed her sunning on

the fence

napping under Rosy's neck,

Most of all, we missed finding her offerings

under the feed trough,

posts and seeing

her curled up

And it seems rather ironic that the cat I could

never touch could have touched me so deeply, for I

have never forgotten

how she sacrificed and so willingly gave only the best to a friend.

!

I
I

:

I

1

But

,I

I
I
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to turtles and things

I

I

I

)

You plod
to cross the band
of asphalt that lies
in front ot you
protected by bony plates
you do not fear
you trudge
instinctively forward
toward your destination
unsuspecting
undeserving
destroyed in an inst.ant
shattered
smattered
by the tread of man
who will not swerve
to spare life
or share his space
you must learn
to walk another path
for man will not
Man ... cannot.

I

. II
I

I

I

' II
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The Travels of a Scholar
Once upon a time Scriptor Savant decided to take
city of

Veritas.

In great excitement, he

a trip to

purchased a ticket,

boarded the train that was to take him to his destination.

the
then

But for some

reason, or reasons, Scriptor Savant did not realize that he needed to
change

trains several

times

failed to read the train
I

,I

to reach his destination.

schedule correctly,

when the

conductor announced stops,

reasons.)

Poor Scriptor,

he wanted

to go.

exited the

(Perhaps he

Perhaps he didn't

There

could have

listen

been many

Although he rode and rode, he never got where

He saw some

pleasant people,

train at its various

who boarded and

then

stops, but still he never reached the

city,
It may seem that Scriptor Savant was rather a dull
didn't he realize that his train wasn't taking him where

fellow,

Why

he wanted to

go? Why didn't he question the conductor after he rode awhile but never
arrived at Veritas?

Why was he content to

simply look at the

sights,

become acquainted with a few passengers, yet never reach his goal?
While we may snicker or sneer at such a character, I fear that too
often we become Scriptor Savants.

We are

reluctant to change

trains

even when we realize that the one we are riding simply will not take us
as far as we want, or need, to

go,

In our teaching of writing, we

are

sometimes disinclined to experiment with new teaching methods because we
fear they will not work or because we are more
the same car on the

same train.

comfortable staying in

Classrooms today are vastly different

43
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from those of one hundred, fifty, twenty, or perhaps even ten years ago.
Both the physical
discovered)

appearance and the way

have changed.

In many

information is presented

classrooms,

formica boards

(or
have

replaced traditional blackboards and copying machines have lessened the
need for note taking.
today

But in the classrooms of years ago, using what is

considered archaic teaching methods, students

learned,

Am

I

saying that we should resurrect ancient teaching methods for use in our
classrooms today?
being
us

I

very different techniques are

used today and students are still learning,

to be effective teachers--we must be willing

working with
I

Absolutely not, for

get off one
City of

I AM saying that for
to change, for we are

language, a living, changing thing.

We must be willing to

train and onto another so that we may draw closer

Veritas--our

goal--of

helping

students

communicate

to the
more

effectively through writing,
Most, if not all, of the teaching methods which were used in 1900
have no
I

I '

place in the classrooms of

students to

the 1990 1 s,

We no

longer expect

copy page after page from their texts; neither do we expect

students to "be seen and not heard."

However, it may also by true that

much of what is being used in the classes of the 1990's will not be used

I

I

I

I

in classrooms during the year 2020.

process we are learning about and teaching today will
the same way twenty or thirty years from now.
depressing,
language are

I' I'

II

It is very likely that the writing

but exciting!

As long

We

not be presented

should not find this

as language and the

changing, then language LIVES!

teaching of

It is when these changes

cease that we must fear.
Of course, there is the opposite extreme to Scriptor Savant--those
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who change trains at every stop, paying no attention to where the train
they are boarding is headed.
where

they want to go

· change's sake.

Although they keep moving, they never get

either.

Change must not be made simply

for

But we must not fear or resist changing trains simply

because we are familiar or comfortable with the one we are on.
Yes, it's true
to ride or how far to
It may

that there may be times we

don't know which train

ride the one on which we are already a passenger.

seem that several trains are headed for the same destination and

that we must simply choose which one suits us best or which
arrive at a time that fits
I

I

our schedule.

These choices are not

ones and there will probably be times when we do not choose wisely.
we must not be like Scripter Savant, who was "ever
coming to the knowledge of the truth."
is

that change is inevitable.

destination.

I

one will

learning but never

of

Sometimes, we will have to change trains.

i

'I

,I

.1
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But

For writing teachers, our Truth

We must be aware

I I

easy

our route

and

Carolyn Jvhnso~

Well done is better than well said,
-Poor Richard's Almanac

I I
.

I

!
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POETIC waste

Poems that SPROUT from fertile minds,
Fed by metaphoric chlorophyll,
Lie
dormant.
In the unplowed fields,
In the deep, dark ditches,
In the crowded canyons,
Of minds.
Pleading, pleading,
"Water, water,"
Only to wither and
fade

i

away.

I /.

-C. Johnson

I

I

II

I
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KINDLING STlJDEN'r WRITING
1

promised myself

years ago,

at the

beginning oi

career, ten

never to teach composition as it was (or was not!) presented

to me during my high school ye11rs,
for me

my teaching

and were mastered

Griim!nar and usage rules were simple

early in the eighth grade.

Yet,

the drills

continued .... four more years,
.... Drills and more
devoted
i

I
I

I

drills.

to writing, and

responding through

pieces was hardly mentioned.
"good,

bored" student,

challenged,

Very little emphasis or time was
composition to

l.itera1·y

I transformed from a "good" student to a

creatively suppressed,

1

was taught

but not

Now I look back and wonder, "What if .. , 7"

I I

I

'l'oday my mind and

life

are occupied by the

everything to me--my husband and two sons.

And

people who

mean

1 don't have the

time

nor the young, creative mind I once had for personal writing.
after completing

this

five-week

session with

the National

However,
Writing

Project, I do sense a slight warm flame of interest emerging once again;
I
r

I

i

realize

i

desire

to write ahd to

teach writing has

been

stimulated and rejuvenated, and many of my own writing inhibitions and
fears

!

that my

have been lessened.

fire for me and

for my

A special

effort must be made to stoke this

students and to keep it supplied with

fresh

writing ideas and experiences.
Yes,
I

!

I still

intend to

teach grammar and usage rules

students as I have done in the past.

to my

They are necessary, I believe, but
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not merely as drills, year after year.

I

will 0ontinue to devote more

time to these areas in my seventh grade classes because many junior high
students

enter my

classroom with only a minimal

English.

However,

after the grammar

knowledge

and mechanics reviews,

of basic
paragraph

writing and other composition assignments may ignite new fires for many
students.
In most cases,
I

i
I

I

the

completion of

the

first pa:r·agraph

assignment, some grammar and usage must be reviewed and even re-taught,
but the

I

aftei'

chance to write- -to be creative and to

offered.

Then,

the writing

lessons arises.

However,

say something•· .. is

continues until a need for more grammar
many

times

students

discover

personal

deficiencies through the composition/response px·ocess.
Motivation, in my opinion,
failure of a writing program,

is

the key

Teachers

to

must pursue the

their students, and they must be enthusiastic.
must be writers

themselves;

the success

or

interests of

Good teachers of writing

furthermore, they must. be learners,

Above all, they must have FUN while teaching.

the

too.

Teacher enthusiasm sparks

student enthusiasm.
All

students must be "patted on

perform better,

In all writings,
There

improvement.

is

the back"

good or bad,

no perfect paper!

and

encouraged to

there is
In many

room for
cases

this

encouragement must be channeled through student/teacher conferences and
correspondence and peer response groups.
Teaching
I

I

I

I

I

assignment.
much

composition

is

for me

a

most difficult teaching

It is a work-filled experience,

patience is required to do

a good

I
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a trying experience,

fob.

and

But .if students are

C, Johnson
comfortable with the

teacher in "their"

classroom, successful

experiences will emerge more quickly and easily.
classroom should be

"homey" and

that

bags" with bleeding
I

pens,

I strongly feel that a

the teacher

Students must recognize English teachers

writing

as caring

should

be human.

persons, not

Knowing student interests

"old

(possibly through

I

interest surveys), getting involved, rewarding the strong points of weak

i

writing students, and using a multitude of positive comments are only

a

few helpful tools for maintaining a good classroom environment.
Employment of

the prewriting

step

never-ending battle fo:r· many teachers,
product with little or no work,
them to do this,

in

composition signifies

Students construct a

finished

but interested teachers must not permit

We must require some type of pre-planning--at least an

explosive outline.

Nonconformers must

be reprimanded

measures implemented to solve the problem if necessary,
I

a

and

further

A well-planned,

I

i

well-organized composition renders the student

and teacher a

sense of

accomplishment, and other readers a source of enjoymen~.
Of course,
consistent.

I

specific errors

r

I

I

grading
am

practices

inclined to

in the first

should be

agree with the

few writing

practices

drench the flame;

out,

complement teacher comments and

To

the writing

fair,
idec1

assignments.
smolders and

practical,

and

of not grading
Harsh grading
eventually goes

grades, grammar

charts and

personal misspelling lists are helpful, especially to the student.
It is my responsibility and aspiration as a teacher Lo assist each
student in learning
his ability level.
the

to write and communicate
Realistically,

effectively regardless of

I real.ize I will not at all times be

best nor the most creative teacher or writer, but it is my goal to
50
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release students from my guidance with

, I

I

I
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Mother' s Day
A revived day opens its eyes
encouraging
two young ones
to complete dreams.

!

I
I

A sleepy change,
A bite of breakfast,
Out to play,
Rain, rain,
Fun, fun,
What a lovely day!
A quick change,
A bite of lunch,
Out to play.
Mud, mud,
Fun, fun,
What a lovely day!

!

i
!

, I

Another change,
A bite of snack,
Back to play.
Slush, slush,
Fun, fun,
What a lovely day!
A bubbly bath,
A good supper,
Off to bed.
Mom, Mom,
Read, read,
What a lovely day!
Rest., .. , .rest, .. ,.
Sleep., ... sleep,,,,

A tired day closes its eyes
begging
two young ones
to begin dreams.
What a lovely day!
I I
I

:

!
'

--C, Johnson
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Requesting ...
My life style is a loud radio

!

I
I

time

to stop and listen.

down

the volume),

soften the tone.

Relax,

being turned 'on• and 'off"--little
Turn the radio off (or at least turn

Tune to the station of nature.

See worries and problems disappear into nature's arms.

Enjoy quiet personal peace for a moment.

i
I

I

Responding •••
Relaxing,
With mind turned off to
problems and worries

,I

And tuned to pleasant things.
Volume low,
Tune soft,
Quiet natural rest,
Personal peace,
-C. Johnson

I:
l

I

53
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I

Lower the volume and

I

! \

Lisa Williams

Why write7

To be surprised.
r

I

I

-Donald Murray

I

I I

II

:)
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WRITING

l\ND

WORMHOLES

Glancing through a recent Discover magazine, I was
David Freedman's

article,

least,
I

might

tunnel

from

possible but

one

as

which

"Cosmic Time Travel,"

wormholes, "rips in the fabric of the

intrigued by
discussed

universe that theoretically,

region of

yet unproven,

space to

another"

have long

I

Wormholes,

i

science fiction space travel, and a new theory of

been

at

( 60),

staples of

their properties has

recently been postulated as a result of a science fiction

writer's need

for a better wormhole,
Freedman relates
wanted his novel of

Carl

that

Sagan, while

intergalactic travel through

scientifically accurate as possible,

working

on Contact,

a wormhole to be as

Sagan discussed his

fiction needs

with a physicist friend and expert on wormholes, Kip Thorne.
investigation, Thorne and others discovered some exciting new
( i
I ,

II

and possibilities

for

wormholes,

wormholes begins by proposing

a structure with two

joined by a throat-like tunnel:
from the

emerge

The theoretical

second mouth

In their
aspects

explanation of

mouth-like openings

"a traveler sucked into one mouth might
only a few moments

later, but halfway

across the cosmos" ( 60),
This

idea

of

rapid movement

from

point to

point

seemed

tantalizingly familiar to me, an amateur writer and professional writing
teacher,
i

i

! \

as I thought of

the rapid movement

creation of meaning through writing.
I

found

inherent

the comparison

from idea to

As I learned more about wormholes,

increasingly appropriate.

in the nature and

idea in the

The

perplexities

use of the wormhole seemed remarkably like
55
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some

of

the more confusing

writing,

aspects

of the

nature

and

practice of

The "wormhole" that writers must traverse is the distance from

mind to page.
The traditional problem physicists envisioned with using wormholes
for space travel is that
traveler
i

i

ideas

would perish

the throats would close up so quickly that the
before going

anywhere.

perish in the move from mind

In writing,

how often

For the writer, getting

to page.

' !

started on a new piece is

perilous, particularly in the initial moments

of writing, as ideas begin to form and move tentatively to the page.
teachers, we
often,

see pieces of student writing

we see

lose belief

students

perish daily;

in their

As

and far too

own ability to create

meaning through writing,
In

their

revised

physicist friend,

theory

and his

of

wormholes,

student Michael

Kip

Thorne,

Sagan's

Morris speculated that

the

wormhole might be filled with "exotic matter" ( 61) which would keep the
passageway open, making travel possible.
exotic matter to

bridge the

As writers, we too must create

path from mind to

page,

Ideas are

exotic matter and the supply can be 'limitless, once tapped.
students' minds "an incomparable resource,"
"reclaiming

the imagination"

"Perception," she

Calling our

Ann Berthoff insists on our

as "the shaping

believes, "works by

our

power" (61;)

in writing.

forming--finding forms, creating

forms, recognizing forms,

interpreting forms" to make meaning (61;),

As

teachers, then,

first introduce

of

we

must

invention,

allowing

meaning.

Whether we

mapping, clustering,

them to
share

discover
with

students
their

to

techniques

own power to

them brainstorming,

generate

freewriting,

or looping, they must become independent creators
56
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of the exotic matter that makes writing possible,
The comparison of writing
Among the physicists who added
Roman,

who

differences

speculated

and wormholes can be taken
new ideas to wormhole theory was

that the

travel

in distance, but in time as

can result in aggravating problems;
that basic interpretation

further.

of

might involve
well.

Thomas

not only vast

Time travel, of course,

for example, it places

how .things work

causality--

in our universe--into

question ( 61),
The physicists' example

is that of the

the scientists say, a billiard ball
specific point in

enters one side of a wormhole at

a

t.ime--for example 3:00--then emerges at the other end

at an earlier time, 2:55,
before

Suppose,

billiard ball.

at just the right moment to strike

it can enter the wormhole,

itself

glancing itself aside and preventing

entry ( 63),
I

thought immediately of the recursive

nature of writing, of the

I

. I

problems of time and• sequence, of the uncertainties of where a writer is
at any given moment of writing.

Those names

the writing process--prewriting, writing,
merely enable us
involved

to

talk about

it.

in a process that bypasses

we give to the

revision--do not describe it,
In writing, could we also

the laws

of time

Aren't we often ending before· we are beginning as
physicists, should we

revise

our

stages in

traditional

be

and causality?

we write?
perceptions

Like
of

the
time,

sequence, and causality as we discuss what happens as a writer composes
meaning?
These perceptions
process have been

of time, sequence, and causality in the writing

discussed at

length.
57

Concerning composing,

Donald

L. William~
Murray states that
writer

"The process

is

not linear,

passes through the process

once, or many

different stages during each passage" (4),

but recursive.

The

times, emphasizing

Ann Berthoff concurs, noting

that writing involves a "process in which the writer continually circles
back, reviewing and rewriting" (3).
Temporal

sequence

almost indecipherable.
much

I
I

from L.S.

in producing writing

can

prove puzzling and

Berthoff believes composition teachers can learh

Vygotsky,

whom she credits with recognizing

"that

language and thought do not bear one another a sequential relationship,
i

but ... are simultaneous and correlative" (69),

Concerning time sequence

in writing, Berthoff remarks that "Elements of what we want to end with
must be present from the beginning" (11),
time

sequence of writing, Peter Elbow states

Also addressing the unusual
that "writing is really a

voice spread out over time, not marks spread out in space" (82),
I

And

\'

Murray finds writing to be

"a product of the interaction of

the global

and the particular ... [in which] we work back and forth from whole to
part and part to whole, each influencing the other,

each strand helping

the writer weave a pattern of meaning" (5).
With the theoretical

time distortion of travel through wormholes

comes a breakdown in causality.

Although cause and effect relationshipp

certainly exist in writing, not everything that results as we write can
be explained neatly by causal relationship.
logical relationships operate as well.
: t

iI

logical progression in writing as
commerce with the unconscious self

Janet Emig points to the lack of

she notes that "writing

involves

and ... it is often a sloppy anµ

inefficient. procedure for even the more
58

It seems likely that non-

disciplined and long-writing of

L, Williams
professional
beginning,
to the

authors"

( t,8),

Writing

simply does not enjoy a neat

middle, and end; one idea does not always proceed logically

next; and often, a piece

of writing is replete with twists and

turns of thought, far from the original idea that began the piece,
Every act of writing, every movement
the mind
(

!

I

to the finished copy

And al though Emig

cautions us

from the initial thought in

on the page, is a

journey of discovery.

to "be wary of metaphors"

( 100) , the

surprising similarities of writing and wormholes engage the imagination,
A wormhole, after all,
impossible,

Instead,

for discovery.

is not a black hole, a point where existence is
a wormhole is a theoretical avenue of opportunity

While Sagan's

physicist friend

hope of understanding and creating a

feels there is

little

technology of time travel through

wormholes for at least a millennium (61,), writing teachers can and must
increase

their understanding of writing much

abundantly

and

students write

analyzing

our

own writing

By writing

sooner.

processes,

by having our

and study their writing techniques, by staying current

with ideas of others about writing and teaching writing, and finally, by
questioning

\I

truths about

these same

ideas and daring

the writing process,

to be discoverers

we will

find our answers

creation of meaning through writing.

II
! t

i

!

I

! I
I ·.
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Thoughts While Pausing at Stoplights

How tentatively we live,
how little of life
can we grasp and hold.
Ch,rngE! marks each moment:
thE! f a<:es of our l i ves,
lingering, leaving,
altering,
the places of our lives,
given, chosen,
shifting with any heartbeat.
Like ;,pan ows on a telephone line,
instinct-guided,
we cling
and view the passing days,
huddled,
ruffled by rush of winds,
surviving anyway.
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Nadine Bruce
If you want to get hooked on something, I can't think of many things
bettet· than writing. Because if you're addicted to writing, you're hooked on
monarch butterflies and yellow flowers ... one world of fantasy and makebelieve ... and crystal icicles that shimmer in the noonday sun just beyond the
window .... and screaming roller coasters that streak through the fabric of your
mind ... and arching rainbows blessing the fields of your imag ination . . .
-from Spectrum Catalog
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Nadine Bruce
JSU Writing Project
Summer 1989
A NEW LIFE'S JOURNEY
In sweltering August heat

you'll excitedly pack bags, books, pots and pans
and head off to the state college,
just forty miles away.
I can't believe it, but it's true;
you begin a new life's journey today!
As we go about life searching, growing, and learning,
there are some very basic human needs and desires
which we all find different ways to fill.
It will be important for you to get your mind set right,
so do take some time to read over these suggestions.
I hope they might help you make good decisions.
As time goes on, I'm sure you will grow stronger
in the faith you already have.
But do find some time each day for serious moments
of meditation, reflective thought, and concentration
that are so important to decisions you'll be making.
Remember above all that we at home love you!
So you will not necessarily have to look for love.
In contrast, when you begin to share your sincere,
caring, sensitive feelings with those about you each day,
you soon will find that all the love you need
will make its way back to you.
It is important for us to feel like we belong.
You will have new opportunities to become a part
of new groups of friends, organizations,
and religious affiliations. Use some wisdom before deciding
on the ones for you, for these· associations
could affect you your whole life through.
Who knows more about the need to feel the sense
of accomplishment than you? You will be in a new world,
but it makes the same demands and gives the same challenges
as those you're accustomed to. Find your place
in relation to your studies, your talents, and the goals
you set for yourself. Failure and unhappiness
cannot be blamed on someone else.
Everyone needs to be healthy, so take good care
of your body and your brain. Work out, maybe;
run, jog, or jazzercize. Read good books,
converse and laugh. These things help much more
than you might realize. Keeping busy, too,
63

N. Bruce
converse and laugh, These things help much more
than you might realize. Keeping busy, too,
leaves little time for worry or loneliness
and is great for reducing large amounts ot stress.
The expression of your creativity will always find its way.
Those inner feelings and emotions just have to come out.
Keep up your crafts of cross stitch, crochet,
and costume jewelry making, your music, your voice,
and your fantasies of homemaking. !\.long the way
you will come to understand that these are very necessary
factors in msking you the person you will be someday.
Be confident! Prepare yourself--physically, mentally, spiritually.
Be principled and independent; avoid all exploitation.
In other words, "Know 'l'hyself," without hesitating.
Aimee, what more could a mother say to a daughter
so pretty, smart and sweet but that you give me
foy and happiness immeasurable'/ I hope that someday
a daughter or son might give back to you
what you have given me.
My

expressions here have been sincere,
and my thoughts and prayers go with you
as you slowly drive away.
I can't believe it, but it's true.
You begin a.new life's journey today!
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Whoooooo'l
. Instinctively driven by Natui·e' s plan
You cohabit earth with man.
In temperate, tropical, subarctic zones
You build a crude resting place:
hollow tree, cavern, barn, belfry or
take an old nest of hawk or crow.
Alone, secluded, solitary,
From the "Night Watch" you spring
down upon your prey:
squirrel, rat, rabbit, mole, mouse.
Keen and cautious eyes give you aid
to catch your daily diet.
You boast the binocular vision of those large,
glassy, piercing orbs, immobile
in their sockets.
Your head moves methodically as you peer without.
Your sweepy lids close slowly down as lashes,
long, curl around.

!

I

Your sharp talons and hooked beak perform
movements on the pitied prey.
Savagely you tear it to pieces and devour
'Neath your roost all scattered 'bout lie
of the meal:· bones, scales, feathers,

precisioned
it, bit by bit.
remnants
fur.

I

Oh, brave defender of the nest, your reddish, grayish
plumes of fluffy feathered breast give muffle
to the swishing sounds in the still, shadowy nights.
Yet echoes of whoos and hollow whistles disclose
your secret hiding places and chill our spines
with tingling fear when we perceive you near.
Your mysticism awed even the goddess Athene.
Nadine Bruce
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Inspiration and Technique
Writing has always been of
am constantly yearning to
students.

great therapeutic value for me, and

popularize it in our schools and

Writing not only helps one

I

for my

glean from our best thoughts and

pen them down for later contemplation and meditation, but it also helps
us, through perusing the writing of some of the world's great minds, to
learn of our historical past, to help us establish morals and principles
for our lives, to be entertained, and to travel to realms of enchantment
and fascination through the symbolic metaphors of our language itself.
Now, one of my very favorite techniques

to motivate and

students while teaching many other worthwhile
dictation as a springboard for composition.

concepts

inspire

is

to

use

These dictations come from

a notebook I have kept over the years which contains notable sayings,
humorous items,
I

I

I

i

speeches,
stories,

poetry, excerpts

Biblical text,

from

famous documents,

greeting cards,

and poems as well

as

Nobel

prize

bits of contexts

from short

numerous other varieties

of written

passages.
The students write
careful instructions of

down the dictations as I read them aloud with
form and placement on their papers.

proceed through a ritual of discussing techniques,
pertaining to the

dictation.

reaction papers or a response

words, and thoughts

After discussion the
to

the dictation.

We then

students write
Sometimes we do

parodies, or sometimes we do a similar writing by imitation or sometimes
i .l

i

just file it away in our notebooks
Jor later reference.
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to add to our collection or to use

Following

is an example of a typical

dictation with specific

instructions and mention of possible points I might bring out concerning
the piece.
First, I might say to the students, "This is a poem by Edgar
Allan Poe, a famous American poet. It is a traditional poem
in that each line begins with a capital letter.
I will
dictate it to you line by line. Since each line will not
take up the complete space between margins, you may begin
the first line a few spaces from the left margin.
Let's
write the title of the poem, centered, on the first line of
your paper, Now skip one line and begin the first line of
the poem."
Then I would begin actual dictation, Sometimes
I might go back within the line to spell a difficult word.
Before dictating the second line, I would tell the students
that it needed to be indented a couple of spaces beyond that
of the first line. I would tell the students that I would
be dictating only the first and last stanzas of the poem. I
would indicate to the students to skip one line between the
stanzas.
Actual dictation would then begin including each
mark of punctuation. With each new line I say, "next line."
To Helen
Helen, thy beauty is to me
Like those Nicean barks of yore,
That gently, o'er a perfumed sea,
The weary, way-worn wanderer bore
To his own native shore.
Loi

in yon brilliant window-niche
How st.atue-like I see thee stand,
The agate lamp within thy hand!
Ah, Psyche, from the regions which
Are Holy Landi
After dictation I would proceed to point out only a few of
the most obvious characteristics of the poem, I would tell
them that the whole poem is an imaginary one about a woman's
beauty, I would point out that it alludes to mythology and
Greece and Rome in lines 1, 2, and 9. The simile would be
mentioned in lines 2, 7,
The alliteration would be
The techniques of metaphor and
mentioned in the 4th line.
apostrophe might be brought out in line 9. The ababb, added
rhyme scheme would be noted,
I would remind them that the
stanza form used is the cinquain, (composed of five lines).
Questions could be entertained at this time or some type of
writing assignment given, Then we would move on to the next
activity of the day.
Once my students learn that there is no threat to this method, they
67

actually begin to have an avid appreciation of

the higher elevation of

thought, advice, technique, or encouragement that the particular "dictation of
the

day" might bring out,

Students soon anticipate and even beg

dictations,

I

I

I

i \
i

I
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I Don't Own It, But It's Mine!

Constantly throughout

life we use money to

things--clothes, furniture, books, etc,
that I haven't bought with money.
do not own it literally.

because my work is there,

colorful,

place for me.

I have a
My

think,

and cheery,

feel like I own some

things

schoolroom is mine even though

I

It is where I spend much of my time and where

I do much of my thinking,

I remain to read,

My

I

purchase different

special sentiment for this room

books are there, and many days after class

or simply meditate.

It gives me

The room is

bright,

comfort because it is a cherished

I share my room with my students as I share my books and

other things that I have

there.

My

students know, too, that this room

is sacred and really belongs to me for some of the most important work
I I
'

I

I

I

I

of my life takes place there.
love, and it comforts me.

I have bought that room with service and

It will always be mine.

I

I

I

I
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Amelia Vinson
·In

writing,

or

painting,

or

dance,

originality

is

the

one

thing

that

distinguishes a work from another
and dete1·mines its worth; that originality is the one thing that sets them
(students) off as the individual human beings they are.
-Joseph Tsujimoto
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The White Man's Burden on the Streets of Bangkok

Like allegorical figures from a medieval drama
we stopped side by side awaiting the change.
Grimy and barefoot she slumped,
gripping in her calloused hands
a carelessly wrapped pair of dungarees.
We choked on the exhaust fumes
gushing f,-om eight lanes of racing traffic.
The light changed.
Everything paused on the brink
of animation. Our eyes met
only for an instant tt,at
sweltering day in June ...
measures of horns and honks played
into the impatient consciousness
as the crowd swelled from curb
onto blazing hot asphalt.
I struggled with arms full
of burgeoning packages in the heat
of the mid-afternoon
and with the discovery of a new weight
I bore. It was heavy •.. uncomfortable
to manage.

She was not old.
AV
, I

I
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A Humanities Approach to the Writing Class
In John
English

Curriculum," he

justified as
human

Gerber's article, "Suggestions for a Commonsense Reform of
states:

essential to

self-actualization,

"Hardly ever do we hear education

participation in self-governing or even to
only to

a pay

check."

educators, we would have to agree. In fact,

As

professional

his statement often echoes

the philosophy of many classrooms (20).
To make students aware of the interrelationship of
open new areas
writing

to

of interest and richness from which to

experiences, I incorporate

high curriculum.

the arts and to

a humanities approach

draw upon for
in my senior

Joseph Tsujimoto, in his book Teaching Poetry Writing

Adolescents, makes a profound and useful observation:

or painting or dance, originality is

"In writing,

the one thing that distinguishes a

work from another and determines its worth; that originality is
thing that sets them (students) off
they are" ( 6).
interests

It is

essential to

the one

as the individual human being
me that my

and goals beyond the immediate

that

students expand their

and readily acceptable ones .

Discussions of art, literature, music and architecture are tantamount to
i

I

the

presentation of

I

Baroque music,
innocence

to

the literary works
the

universality of

of the fifties, to the clean

TV ads and commercials.
message groups

I

Topics range from

Benjamin Franklin,

to

the

line of modern art exhibited in

often question my

like AC/DC or Metallica will

classroom two hundred years from now.
and educational.

taught.

students

on what

give to students

in a

The answers can be very revealing

For example, Metallica, a heavy metal group, advocates

iI
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A.
the peaceful solution to world problems and
"older" generation has chosen.
. of drugs;

thus

the talks

Vinson

not the violent means

the

The musical stars speak out on the abuse

support a remark

I

recently read

by Ken

Macrorie: "A student may not perform a certain skill task until we have
woven a

fabric of background material,

but ask him a question about

something he is an expert in and he will become eloquent" ( ~9).

Art in the Writing Class

The

elementary teachers

presenting
programs

art in the

of

rural systems

classroom, but

teachers feel

the

in the

pressure to

do a valiant
junior and

job at

senior high

cover tremendous amounts

of

content, so older students do not have the same opportunity for artistic
Therefore, I put at

expression.
semester,

It

Thanksgiving,
provides
about

is

easily done

Christmas,

the different

on my door to be

Mother's Day card.

design.

Day;

such as

but homecoming

also

My eleventh graders wrote poems

the busy week:

These poems with

the decoration

project into each

conjunction with holidays

or Valentine's

facets of

spirit of the week.

them,

in

an excellent opportunity.

football game, traditions,

' i'
' '

least one REAL art

from my

parades,

playing the

illustrations were placed
class toward enhancing the

Another project in which I use visual art is the
Even seventeen-year-olds have a little kid inside

The outside of

the card must be some

art work of the student's

It may be collage, mosaic, melted crayon design or sketch,

The inside
grandmother,

of the

card is

prose or poetry written for

their mother,

or other significant female in their family circle.
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This

A.
assignment reaps its

rewards

in several

First,

areas.

Vinson

the student

expresses himself in two mediums; second, the receiver of the message is
earlier years; third, I

pleased and reminded of the child-like cards of
enjoy watching the process.
end

up doing

These kids feel uncomfortable at first, but

an excellent project,

The

reactions from

the kids and

adults is worth the effort.
A trip to the Birmingham Museum of Art is a new experience for most
of my students.
things I

Because the museum exhibits are usually

free, the only

have to maneuver are the date and transportation details.

educational department of
selected displays.

The

the museum is eager to guide students through

The packet of information

sent at

least a month

prior to the visit gives time to prepare for the experience.
Slides of
Chaucer,

Renaissance art are

Ivanhoe, and The Hunchback of Notre

of slides of

Dame.

discussions

of

Along with the use

the masterpieces, art books illustrating the Dutch Masters

are

used with the presentation

The

students also

examples

incorporated into

view a

of Moliere's play,

filmstrip with

each progressive

of the art and music of the time

social setting

"The Misanthrope."
unit using

period as background to the

of the literature. ·pupils are asked to view the film on

different levels and many times after the initial viewing, selections of
particular interest are viewed again.
As

an

active

manuscripts

and

art project

calligraphy of early

paragraph or poem of their
books are
the

paper

adds to

discussing
centuries,

own composition

available for use as

finished

after
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effect.

illuminated

students

in calligraphy.

script patterns.
the

the

Burning

write

a

Several

the edges of

This activity blends

in

A.

Vinson

beautifully with the study of Robin Hood or the study of Beowulf.

Music in the Writing Class

Music education in many schools is limited to whatever the teacher
interjects
video,
as

into the

classroom by displaying individual's

or recordings,
Vivaldi,

Bach,

I regularly

talents, by

play selections from composers such

Debussy, Pachabel,

and Handel.

One

interesting

experiment I conducted with tenth graders was to play a piece
writing or test

time,

I

always announced the name of

during a

the work,

the

composer,and the time period in which it was written before playing it.
I

repeated the

intentionally did not play anything

Then, I

test time.
pieces

selections at different times

The students requested

they wanted

chants, in

to

small doses,

blend of the

arts

holiday season,

in the

during a second

the music!

listen to during

first semester,

Some

even had specific

the period. • The Gregorian

fascinate students

and

provide an

with early English literature works,

I play choruses

semester

from Handel's Messiah.

excellent
During the
Many of my

students have never heard of Handel or any part of his major work.
reaction writing
negative.

The masterpiece is

Literature" units,

'

II

quoted

assignments produced after a listening
also

easily worked

The

are not always
into

"Bible

as

The Psalms, presented in the textbook as poetry, are

verbatim in the musical

musical lyrics becomes clear.

score,

The

link between poetry and

Other examples

western ballad and the New England psaltery,

students enjoy are

the

In more modern terms Simon

& Garfunkel sing Edward A. Robinson's words in "Richard Cory," the Byrds
75

A.
take the proverbial

lesson of Ecclesiasties to

There

Is a Season," and

.takes

"The

Rime of

note in "To

Iron Maiden (a heavy metal

the

Ancient Mariner" as

Students will often recognize other familiar

the

Vinson

Everything

group of the 80's)
basis

of a

song .

poems in new melodies and

like the connection,

Architecture in the Writing Class

Architecture is also a visual arts expression representing the time
of a building's construction.
only the writing, but also
The elaborate

sonnets

of

furniture and fashions
make
year.

The tone of the era is amplified in not
in the

the Baroque period can be

of the times.

these connections

architecture and furniture

compared to

the

Classes instinctively begin to

after an effort has

been made

throughout the

A discussion of the gargoyles of Notre Dame help

the student to

understand the musing of Quasimodo when he
stone like the gargoyle.

asks why he is

architecture is Dickens's
the Marquee's

death,

not made of

The symbolism is rich and it does not take the

students long to realize the depth of the statement.

also

design.

Another

focus of

chapter in A Tale of Two Cities dealing with

It is not only a description of the chateau, but

the detailing of the emotional

characteristics of the demonic and

stone-cold Evermonde.

Film in the Writing Class

The

students

in

classrooms today are
76

born film

critics.

The

A.
technique

of the

film,

Welles

medium is

Citizen Kane,

discussion of

dissolve,

Because it is black
more

that

is

an

montage,

area to

be explored,

excellent
camera

The Orson

introduction to

angle

and

the

lighting

used.

and white, students concentrate on the contrast of

just the visual

character also

then an

Vinson

image:

becomes apparent.

the

contrast of

The writing done

situations

from this

and

unit is

usually more critical and analytical than most I assign for the eleventh
grade, but it provides the pupil the opportunity to sound professional.

Other Artistic Efforts in the Writing Class

Bulletin boards are
and writing samples.
that as

the perfect place to display various art forms

Many

student pieces are matted and situated so

many of their peers

as possible will

have easy access

to the

The Lively Arts section of the Birmingham News is posted so that

work.

activities using current announcements of events

can be planned.

Play

bills and other pertinent articles are also stapled to the boards,

Many

students

involve their

events in Birmingham,

parents and other family
I

have discovered

members in trips to

that students who might not

ever go to an art exhibit alone will go with a security group or with a
Students usually bring a ticket stub

girl friend on Sunday afternoon.
or sign a sheet at the event

if credit is desired.

In most cases,

the

experience of the event is worked into an on-going writing assignment.
Donald Murray, in his article "Write Before Writing" penned an idea
I

I

I

I have embraced during my eighteen years of
information

and increase concern for the
77

teaching: "We must increase
subject and make the audience

A.
aware"

( 170).

I sincerely believe

information learned

students who

increase my

student's

also believe I

should

of the world and the wonderful richness

can be found in every age.

another means

But I

from the textbook.

increase their awareness

reaction or

I should

Vinson

Then when

that

I ask the student to write his

interpretation of what he has discovered, I too will gain
of understanding,

I have been pleased with the number of

attend Shakespeare plays, the

write for pleasure

symphony,

or continue

and self-expression after leaving my room.

when I feel the true

rewards of teaching the humanities in

to

That is

the writing

class.
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HERMITS
We guard ourselves
like hermit crabs
wrapping deep into
the sands
afraid of what
the outside world
will offer .... atraid
of extended hands,,,,

And so, cool sands
slide sift and soften .•.
hide all but a part
o( our outer shell:
protecting secrets
and dreams deep
wi.thin the heart.
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Gloria Horton
If a man does not keep pace with his companions, perhaps it is because he hea1·s
a different drummer. Let him step to the music he hears, however measured or far
away.
-Henry David Thoreau
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Summer 1989
Summer Storm
Sky darkening to somber slate,
Clouds roiling quickly across-Thunder thudding in the distance-Pale neon flashes of lightning
Blinking on and off.
Far thudding becomes booming crash,
Rattling windows and shaking foundations;
Neon transforms to white-hot zigzags
Against the cloud-blackened sky.
One by one the drops fall,
Making pebble rings in swimming pools.
Soon droplets become sheets of water
Driven harum-scarum by a fierce wind.
Leaves fly.

Branches snap

As the booming, crackling, pouring, swirling
Continue in endless cycle.
The torrents of summer's first storm
Loudly announce their presence
Then recede, becoming a gossamer mist
Shot through with molten gold.
The golden sunlight evaporates the mist,
Leaving a single remnant of the storm-A rainbow arcing across the new-washed sky.

I
I

I
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Scampy
Of my growing-up memories,
grandf at.her.

are of

my

He was bald except for a yellow-white fringe around

bottom of his head

and a few

blue

straight hairs on his

eyes that twinkled when

smile.

wonderful

the most vivid

He was not very tall·· -no more than four· feet eleven inches

with shoes on.

Santa-Claus

some of

He weighed no more

he

because of his

spoke, and

he

He

had

had

a

than u hundred pounds, and by the

time I was ten years old, I had outgrown him.
seemed to fit

forehead.

the

'l'he name Granddaddy never

size and energy,

so I called him Scampy

since he reminded me of a busy squirrel that often scampered through the
front yard gathering acorns from the odk tree tl1ere.
My mother,
(my grandmother)

my younger sister, and
until I

father divorced when I

I lived with

was eight. years old,

was just a toddler.

Scampy and Mommy

because my mother and

Thus, in my early years, I

was with Scampy every day, and every day was a wonderful experience for
me.
pipe

One of my earliest memories of Scampy is of his smoking his pipe---a
which Mommy

despi.sed.

Albert tobacco which he

Scampy would fill

the pipe

bought from Beano's store on the rare occasions

when he had money and which my mother would sneak
didn't.

He puffed

sister and me.
that

use.

home to him when he

away, often blowing smoke rings to the delight of my

He could even puff

I considered remarkable.

everywhere.

with Prince

and talk at the

same time, a

feat

•rhe black-handled pipe went with him

He carried it in his right pants

pocket when it was not in

'rhis would have been fine except that Scampy usually forgot to put
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his pipe out before

in a hair-raising voice, "Ernie, you've
another hole in your pants."
lie

was hard

usually

My grandmother would say

he put it in his pocket.

of hearing,

kept it turned

Scampy's reply to

and even
off in the

You've burned

done it again.

this was always, "Eh?"

though he wore

a hearing

presence of my

grandmother.

marriage was truly a marriage of opposites, and the sparks
flying between them,

aid, he
Their

were always

Scampy' s best defense to Monuny' s constant nagging

was simply not to hear.
1 loved to listen to Scampy' s Cornwallian English.
remember his

saying that he had to put his 'at

bald 'ead warm.

Cornwall,

Not only

but

also

did he

his favorite

concoction of beef,

bring

pork, rutabagas,

and the

inevitable "cuppa"

also ate more than

looking pies

was

enjoyed

meatpie,

a

from
pasty,

delightful

potatoes, and dumplings, topped

the kind of

hot and

saucer rather than drink

a few mudpies i.n

of moist, dark mud

she turned the

sugar and baked until golden

English tea,

sweet, which
from a cup.

his l ifetime--delectable

crowned with bath salts

"baked" especially for him by Evelyn Mae.
mouth until

often

him

was a

doughy crust that was mouth-watering; heavy cake, a dough

Scampy preferred to slurp from a
Scampy

to him it

English with

We

turnovers;

and raisin mixture topped with granulated
brown;

his

foods,

succulent meat-and-potato-f.Llled

with a thick,

on 'is 'ead to keep his

1 also liked his name for a hammer:

'ammer- 'atchet,

Many times, I

or soap suds,

How he held the bites in his

other way, 1'11 never understand, but that

person he was.

He would never

have refused what she

offered him.
Wherever he went, Scampy was
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friends.

Everybody knew
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"Shorty," and I always telt privileged when 1 was allowed to trail along
on his

jaunts to downtown Pratt City,

never 1earned to drive , and

We always walked, because Scarnpy

he never had the

streetcar the two miles or so to the
the streetcar tracks
that

I

heart of: town.

We

into the black sect.Lon of town to

served ice-cold Hires

drink,

money for us to ride

rootbeer,

Scampy' s

oiten crossed
go to the st.ore

favorite

liked rootbeer, too, and always foil so

the

now English

grown up when he let

me have some of his ( l didn't realize then it was just a soft drink) ,
Scampy' s circle of
by name,

friends extended to people he didn't even know

After his retirement

from TCI, he would spend hours on

street corner of Fifth Way and Avenue F.
and all

the regular riders would

streetcar conductor-driver would
was

the streetcars were
routes,
the

The streetcars came by there,

acknowledge him as they

passed,

The

stop the car sometimes, even if no one

getting on or off, to pass the time of day with Shorty,

the streetcars stopped

the

running, the corner

Even after

friendships continued,

for

replaced by buses, which followed the old streetcar

Today, the black iron

spikes of the Fairleys'

corner, the pebble-cemented sidewalk, and

edging it mingle with the memories

fence there on

the row of crape myrtles

of Scampy's unnamed

street-corner

friends.
Of

all Scampy's

Patsy,

Judge

Amos

triends, his
was

best friends

an overweight mixed

were Judge

feist,

Amos and

white with

markings, and Patsy was a white terrier with black markings,
would spend many hours
trees,

sweet-scented

o' clocks;

each day
rose

in his back

bushes,

or under the house, among
84
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garden, dotted with fig

multicolored

zinnias,

and

four
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double

washtubs,

hundreds

the

clay fern

of glass Mason

jars.

would be lying at his feet.

pots,
In

the black earthen

either place, Judge

floor, and

Amos and Patsy

Later, after Patsy died and was

the garden, the scene altered somewhat, but Judge Amos was

buried in

still there.

Scampy could rest assured that these loyal pets would not scold him when
he

spilled pipe ashes and that

they would not become

under the house with mud on his shoes.
the age

of eighteen, I

angry if he came

When ,Judge Amos ti.nally

think a part of Scampy

died at

died with him,

for he

never had another dog.
Of all my memories of Scampy, the most cherished are remembrances
of his singing.

E'or such a

small man he had a resounding tenor

At Christmastime, when we would have our
voice could be heard above
personal

favorite,

"The

family carol sings,

voice,
.Scampy's

all the others on "Silent Night" and
First Noel. 11

singing are those of his singing

on his

My clearest memories

in church on Sundays.

Scampy

of his
was the

custodian of the First Methodist Church of Pratt City, as well as one of
its

oldest members.

there.

Every time the

church was open,

On Sunday mornings, he would take his

Scarnpy would be

seat on the second row,

center section,

of the sanctuary,

open his

ready to sing.

Sometimes I would

sit with him, but most of the

Scampy had the row
hearing aid turned

to himself.
down

The reason

and would sing

necessary so that he could hear himself.
in what he thought was a normal voice,
hearing a booming voice that threatened
robed choir!

Methodist Hynmal, and

was that he would
several

times

When he sang

get
time

have his

louder

than

"Love Lifted Me"

the rest of the congregation was
to drown out everyone, even the

Scampy sang on, oblivious to tho sounds he was inflicting
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on non-deaf ears.
Scampy was

a happy man

in

spite of

life I s

little hardships.

Because he was happy, he was always singi.ng--on his walks, in the house,
in his garden, under the house--wherever

he was.

And the song he

was always the same; neilher the words nor the tune ever changed in
his eighty-six years.

sang
all

His song went like this:

Bum, bum, bum, bum, bum, bum,
Bumba babum.
Bumba babum,
Bumba babum.
Bum, bum, bum, bum, bum, bum,
Bumba babum.
Bumba, ba bumba, bum bum.
Bum, bum, bum, bum, bum, bum,
Bumba babum,
Bumba, babum, bum, bum, bum.
Even though Scampy died in

1965, my mother, my sister, and

still sing his song, exactly as he sang it.
I

go, and often, when I am blue, I

me.

I ean

I carry it with me wherever

sing a. few bars to bring him back to

Somehow, though, I don I t think Scampy is ever very far from me, but

is hovering close enough for me to hear him say as
comforting as
going

a little girl,

to be a.11 right. 11

"Now, Shugy,

he did when l needed

don't worry.

Everything's

And you know, I still believe him when he says

it.
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AUBADE
From the inky blackness of night,
a gradual shading begins-First, blackness fades to deepest charcoal,
then to hazy gray,
Soon brightening to a pale teal
tinged with olive,
Which metamorphoses to cotton-candy pink
Melting as the blue brightens
to clearest azure
Framing the risen
I

i

sun.

'

II
'

I
II
'

I

i I

I

I

I

I

I

'

i

I

I
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The Quick-Screen Edit
One of the problems that most writers face in revising their works
is

editing.

Many writers

altogether, often with
job opportunities,

skip this

part of the writing

process

disastrous results, such as failing grades, lost

and lack of respect from their readers.

Since "We

are what we write, 11 failure to edit makes writers seem less than they
are.

Ideally, writers should edit out every error; often, however, time

does not permit such thorough editing.

For this reason,

I teach my

college composition classes a technique called the Quick-Screen Edit,
The term Quick-Screen Edit was introduced

in a military writing

program which was designed to rid military writing

I

intended receiver.

one of three

I

writing.

The

the

I

techniques

implemented to revolutionize

other two were mindmapping.

Clarity Index,

from its

In the New Army Writing Program, the Quick-Screen

Edit was

I

greenspeak.

obscure gobbledygook which effectively hid any written message

,I
I

of

a

device for

Army

a prewriting technique,

determining readability.

Quick-Screen Edit implies its three maiµ advantages:

and

The name

it is quick, it is

a screening only, and it is editing.
The Quick-Screen Edit focuses on only four types of errors rather
than the

gamut of grammatical,

mechanical, usage, and diction errors.

The four

errors are excessive passive voice,

spelling errors, use

of

jargon, and major grammatical errors (sentence fragments, comma splices,
run-on sentences, and subject/verb agreement errors).
11

!

I

Ii

to

do a Quick-Screen Edit are

method is

simple:

The tools needed

a highlighter and a written draft.

the writer or one of his
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paper quickly, highlighting

obvious spelling errors,

all instances of

passive voice, the major grammatical errors, and any words that might be
too technical to understand.

The writer then corrects the draft, writes

his final copy, and turns in the paper.
The Quick-Screen Edit can be done at any point during the writing
process, and it may be repeated by more than one editor
are being used.

groups

been cited,

'!

The major disadvantage,

not attempt to
i

:

necessary,

The advantages

cure all

of the technique have already

if there

ills in a paper.

the Quick-Screen Edit may

if response

is one, is that it does
If complete editing

fall short.

If those who read

papers are nitpickers, the Quick-Screen Edit may not be sufficient.
however,

I

t

readers are looking for writing

the technique is effective.

found that using this technique helps me to limit the
mechanical material that I review during
the students must know to

I

I

!

'

1

r

I

'

military

counterparts would

efficient.

111

perform the

!I
II

il

11
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have

grammatical and

a semester to just that which
Quick-Screen Edit.

say, "It allows me to be

iI

11

If,

that is free of major errors,

In my personal experience in the composition classroom, I

11

is

As my

'effective and

·Failure is not the worst thing in the world.
-Author Unknown

iI

.I

II
I

1.

l

!!

II
l

II
I

I
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The very worst is not to try,

Eva Timmons
JSU Writing Project
Summer 1989

Sad Last Day

I cover bookshelves,
wash crayons marks from tables,
inventory textbooks.
It's only been a couple of hours,
Oh! but how I miss them.
The routine restroom schedule,
The curious questions of little ones.
The chattering of traveling tiny voices.
The high noise level at lunch.
Tattling!
Thinking back to Christmas vacation"How much longer before the school's end?"
Now the end is a reality.
It's all over.
It's sad.
reminisce.
then think of tomorrow's
children.

!
j

I
1'

i

I I
I

'
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DEATH TODAY, TOMORROW AND FOREVER
Why did my grandfather die? Will I
Did he do something wrong?
like to die?

die too? Where will

When will he come back?

he go?

What does it feel

These are questions we all as teachers will answer at one

time or the other.
Death is a natural part of life, but most people don't think about
death until someone close to them dies.
I

I

There is a need for educators

and parents to be able to honestly address the topic of Death.
Death can be very intimate and frightening.

'I

I

us

to cope with death, but it is harder for some than others.

that children are more

iI

It is hard for all of

affected by death
as an adult might.

than adults.

I feel

They

can't

express

their feeling

Children ask, "Why?"

The

article

"Why Children Must Mourn" attracted my attention because of my

own experiences when my mother died and I couldn't understand why.

I

was always

I

asking myself, "What have

cherished my mother, and when
life died too.

I done to deserve this?"

she died, it seemed as if a part of my

With no help from anyone--young, helpless, alone in this

huge world--I realized that death was a natural part of reality,

and I

had to accept it.
i

Ii
' I'
I

I:

We hear it; we see it; we read about it. We experience it often in
our lives.
children.

The discussion of death is avoided, particularly in front of
We hesitate even when we are confronted with the word death.

People do

Ii I\

II
II
\ l

not "die"; they pass

answering of questions.

away.

We deliberately

avoid the

The failure to answer questions about death not
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only betrays
are

our own fears, but also conveys them to our children.

We

all so quick to teach our children that the end is too awful to

contemplate, let alone talk about.
Psychiatrist Rose Zeligs

notes:

"Children should be introduced

early to the idea of death through the
there is

death of plants and pets.

When

a death in the family, they must be told the truth and helped

to understand that death is final,"

Children over six years old should

be allowed to attend the funeral if they desire, but not be forced.
funeral enables the
will

sense the spiritual atmosphere as well
Parents should control

loss.

express his.

,I
j

child to see what has become of the body,

their grief

The

and he

as feel the sadness of his
and should let the

child

They should concentrate on going about their duties with

faith and fortitude.
Parents

should explain the difference between death and sleep, so

that the child is not afraid to go to sleep, and reassure him if he has
fears about his own death or others.

Children must learn to live with

understanding and appreciation of the natural rhythm and cycle of life.
For all things there is indeed a season ... for growing and changing, with
living as with nature.

,' I,
!

I

There is a time for dying and crying.,,hopefully

with love, understanding, with courage and with memory,
As

research in cognition informs us, any subject can be taught on

some understandable level, even to six year olds.
give sensible,

reasonable

inevitable part of the

explanations about any
life

cycle,

death

is

We are obligated to
subject.
indeed

As

legitimate.

Children's curiosity is always deserving of honest, thoughtful

replies,

Simple answers, open discussion, emotional sensitivity will suffice
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satisfy.

Increased

awareness

of death

can do

much

to enhance

the

quality of living, lending renewed zest for each day as the beginning of
1.

the rest of our lives.
New York University had a course entitled "The Meaning of Death."
They had

There was an overflow of students wanting to take the course.
a variety of reasons, but almost all the
know

more

about

frightened

them.

develop a

the

subject

Such

larger, more

of

preparation

students expressed a desire to

death--something
would do

secure perspective

that

much

of the

to

had

always

help children

total meaning

of a

man's life.
In an article in American Baby, Patricia Hermes states:
need to be prepared to accept
to handle
would

it.

help

Education

to overcome

Children's

not having

"Children

and understand death in order to be

will not eliminate
the

fear

a philosophy

of their
of death

fear and anxiety,
own

loved one's

constitutes a

able
but it

death."
threat to

them.
All

of us who share the lives of children must share our tears as

well as our joys with them openly an.d without restraint.
death must be rescued from oblivion.
each

day.

opportunity

We

must read

and

It

write and

naturally presents itself.

The subject of

is rightfully a part of living
talk about
Instead of

it

whenever the

being ignored, the

subject needs to be included in the daily routine of the living.
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Position Paper
The Beginning of Writing
Goals for Writing Development in Young Children
Children in

primary school

writing down what they can say.

are
It

ready to

begin the

writing,

Therefore,

only after
These

development

and

composing must

a teacher should

a child demonstrates

are goals

teachers

of

of

is important to remember that young

children like to write, regardless of the usage, grammar,
Oral language

process

precede

or mechanics.
the

beginning

be careful to

introduce writing

basic competence in

composing orally.

young

children should

work

toward

in

developing writing:
1.

Develop basic transcribing skills.

Children
They

should

experiences,
the

should be
write only

encouraged to write
very

down what

simple statements

of

they can say.

daily

events and

The more children write, the more fluent they become,

Structure emerges and children gain more

more they want to write.

control over their writing.

and

While children's writing skills are forming

it is important that teachers give them the opportunity to write and are
supportive rather than

critical in

their writing

attempts,

Emphasis

should be placed on developing fluency, rather than correctness,
2.

Integrate writing into daily life,

This goal

.I
I

i

aims at

helping

children realize

natural and useful part of daily life, in
ways

for

use of

writing

on

a daily

is

a

school and out. Some possible
basic

include: grocery

invitations, thank you notes, letters and journals,
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3.

Encourage syntactic development in writing.

The best way to encourage syntactic development is for children to
write a

great deal.

Primary

instruction in grammar

children

or language structure,

writing in different forms--narrative,
they

write for

are not

different purposes,

ready for

systematic

but they can

appreciate

descriptive, or expository.
they will use

As

different syntactic

structures,
4.

Encourage wide use of vocabulary.

Writing

frequently

vocabularies

to

new and

vocabulary lags

is a

must

higher

in

order to

levels.

behind their oral

stretch

Usually

children's written

Therefore,

the teacher

who works to increase oral vocabulary is indirectly working

to increase

written vocabulary.

vocabulary.

children's

Children must learn to "hear"

new words,

That

is why oral

reading is often

children use

their advanced listening skills

the correct usage of
necessary to let

to let them know

the

if they

haven't used a word quite right.
5.

Encourage writing for specific purposes.

This principle should underline all situations
for

student's

audience.
is wise for

writing.

Since the teacher
the teacher

self-expression

i II

must have

or

to organize

release.

or teaching.

purpose

and

an intended

is thought of as the authority
writing situations

Purposes for writing vary;

audience differs.

explaining,

Writing

a teacher develops

What

Other

clearly and seriously,
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figure, it

include

is dealing

persuading,
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Page 3
6.

Encourage writing as a means of self-expression.

Writing
within that
purpose

can be
can't be

a

said

which needs more

designed

for

children

must be

liberating process.
orally.

self-expression.

If

given freedom to

their writing.

give

warm, comfortable

the

feeling

I

1.
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purpose is

determine the

Again here,

whatever the child writes.

releases things

Self-expression is

emphasis because school-based

content of
that

Writing

a

particular

writing is not
self-expression,

form, structure, and

teacher support is essential to
that

says the

teacher

accepts

Jean O'Shields
We must do the small possible ,·a the,· than chase the great impossible.
-Morris L. West
The Shoes of the Fisherman
1963

!

I

I'
I

i

I.

I

I\
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Problems

Problems,
Problems,
Problems,
Deductive problems,
Analytical problems,
Three variable Algebra problems,
Tiny picture adding problems-Those are just a few.
Opinion problems,
Emotional problems,
Massive complicated social problems,
"Poser" - like "bad" problems,
Puzzle problems, too.
Reading problems,
Talking problems,
I

I

!
i

,' I

Take-apart problems,
Don't forget the put-together problems.
Last of all, best of all,
I like clever problems.

11
I

' II

Dedication:

To Carolyn for a path and a push--my first poem.
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Peace through Adventure
One of the first people to appreciate that humankind will not
remain

forever

Tsiolkovsky.

bound to
Early

civilization in space.
The "race

1957.

the

planet of

in this

century

its
he

birth was Konstantin

set

forth

idea

of

Later, Sputnik spurred desire and competition in

for space"

of the sixties

generated into worldwide

acclaim and excitement.

For twenty-five years, Americans

built one accomplishment

on another.

January 28,

the

and Russians

The old space program ended on

1986, in an explosion that destroyed a space

claimed the lives of the seven-man crew.

shuttle and

The old space program tried to

carry out humanity's greatest adventure as just another line item in the
federal

,I
I

budget.

The ultimate reason

for Challenger's accident was too

few resources to meet society's needs.
Challenger

Although the responsibility of

falls most directly on those who made the decision that day,

all citizens are responsible for the actions of their government.
space program is no exception.

We took

The

pride in the Apollo and shuttle

launches; we should take the respons_ibility for Challenger.
We must find our adventure again.
of

a long tradition of adventures.

landing

The space program is only part
Building

on Plymouth Rock, plummeting beneath the

these are only part of humanity's expansion.
11

beginning

the Pyramids

to emerge.

Evidence

of Egypt,

polar ice caps

The new space program is

suggests that humanity's expansion will

I

result in transformations of the human species as dramatic as the first
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fish

to crawl

on land.

New experiences

were overwhelming,

first time the fish could see the ocean, feel
and

sense the gravity pulling on its body.

space

For the

the wind on its

scales,

In like manner, a man in

can see the earth and feel a new environment unlike

any he has

experienced before.
This space adventure must continue with

inspirational goals like

those of President John Kennedy in the early sixties,
necessary for peaceful unity,
do

the people of

There

the world

This adventure is

No other.time in the history of humankind
stand in awe

cheering for

are no political boundaries, no wars, no

humans bound to a small and beautiful planet,

famine.
This

the same team,
We are only

is as it appears

from space,
We as members of the human race owe our commitment to the 300,000
people who make space flights possible.

The few who freed themsleves of

Earth's gravity make their journey for all of us
creeds, all colors.
to a goal

all

They accept the consequences and commit themselves

a belief.

clear and intense

all nations,

This goal is

for all humankind - - a goal so

that it is worth the price of even their lives.

goal - - peace and progress for all humankind.
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I Can Write
I have the ability to talk to anyone at any time or any place.
is easy and natural t.o talk to friends 1 have never met.
me to

talk

with

a doctor,

service

station

It

It is easy for

attendant,

businessman,

homemaker, teen-ager, elderly person, or anyone I encounter.
People respond to
me

to talk to a friend

all kinds

It is easy for

me with warmth and friendship.

I enjoy talking to

[ have not previously met,

of people--people who are

my friends.

l

grow in confidence

and enthusiasm with every new friend.
It

is

easy and
calm,

confident,

natural

for

write.

I feel

and comfortable with my writing.

natural to me as breathing.

I enjoy writing.

in the air, which is his natural
in

me to

the water, which

is his

perfectly

Writing is

as

Just as a bird is at home

environment, and as a fish is at home

natural environment, even so, I

am in my

natural sphere when writing.
It is easy and natural for me to write because I begin my day with
a

I awaken

positive mental attitude,

spiritual and mental attitude,
given me.

I know I

is a day of
is a day
the day.

I say

in the morning wlth a positive
aloud, "This is

will exchange a day of my

opportunity.

of success."

a day God has

life for this day.

'l'his

I will be of service to my fellow man.

This

'fhls positive attitude

stays with me throughout

Everything I do makes me confident.

Everything I do is easy

and natural for me.

I have a warm, confident
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feeling when I

write,

J. O'Shields
This warm, confident

feeling increases when my friends read my writing.

It increases steadily as I approach the end of the day.
Warm, friendly writing is for me.
in all situations.

I can charm grouches.

can inspire the depressed .
a need for my writing .
write.

This

antagonistic at

first.

that

I

only appear that way.
wa1m 1

.l

It

can motivate the unresponsive.

includes

those

These so-called

who might
cold and

appear

l

I can find

This type of

cold

and

antagonistic people

Underneath their co.ld, harsh

covering, I find a

individual is a friend I have

I am always eager to meet new fr\.ends.

is easy and natural ior me

natural for me to write

want to be at the top,

to write because there are people

'I'hey are waiting to be informed by me.

waiting to read my writing.
is easy and

1 can convince skeptics.

I can generate warmth and interest in any piece

friendly individual.

never met before.

I am able to control all people

beuause I want success,

It

beuause I

because I want independence, and because

I want

the respect and esteem of my family and my associates.
Every positive thought
AM ... RELAXED.
thought

Each time

and idea is contained

these words come

and idea is actualized in my lite.

in the words,

to my mind,
Every

I. ..

every positive

tiJne these words, l

AM ... RELAXED ... , come to my mind, every positive thought and idea I have
heard is actualized in my life.

SUCCESS IS A REALITY IN MY LIFll!
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Writing for Your Allowance
While

I am participating

in the JSU Writing Project,

four children are at home "tending house."

two of my

On Monday, I left a list of

items to be accomplished, an SOP bearing typically the words "things to
do

... 1, 2, 3. . .

Love,

Mom."

The

list provided an allowance upon

completion of a writing piece.
I gave both children a notebook to use as a type of journal.
day they are to list the chores they complete.

Each

On Friday, they are to

use the journal to write about their accomplishments.
The first week's writing must be in paragraph form.
must be satisfactory, and a final copy written.
of monetary
price."

gain.

This will

The mechanics
assure them

They are allowed to submit their ideas of

Any additional

a "fair

accomplishments will bear consideration for

additional funds.
A note about the children involved is needed .. One of them has an
identified learning disability.

A learning

specialist at a recent IEP

conference suggested that he needed. to write to improve his skills.
further suggestion was

to start writing from personal experience.

would then gradually progress to writing about reading.
verbal vocabulary

is extensive, reading

outstanding disability.

A
He

Although his

and writing vocabulary

is his

He has a calm and gentle personality and enjoys

life one hour at a time.
In direct contrast is his counterpart.

She does not have a

noticeable disability, although she has a weakness
say that she is capable and energetic is an ~ccurate
104

in sequencing.

To

description of her

J,

personality.
Being first

O'Shields

She is the most competitive person that I have ever known.
or outstanding

is her

dedication to any

challenge.

She

lives through the day anticipating tomorrow.
This guided writing process should be an
spectrum when
my

children

example of spanning

considering the personalities involved.
improve

their writing

instruction for composition writing.

I

,I
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skills

while

a

I expect to help
practicing

guided

Becky Nelson
Writing--Put it before them briefly so they will read it, clearly so they will
appreciate it, picturesquely so they will remembe1· it and, above all, accurately
so they will be guided by its light.
-Joseph Pulitzer
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I Found

Mountains

My

The principal listened carefully.
the problems I had in my

I sat in his office discussing

new career as an English teacher.

There were

problems that seemed to distract me and waste valuable time and energy,
With his look of experience, my principal leaned gently forward, folded
his hands

on his

questioning,

He

desk,

and waited patiently for me to finish my

obviously had

something he wanted to say,

Sensing

this, I broke my sentence and anticipated what advice he might offer,
His advice

came as a question.

mountains out of molehills?"
mountains?

What

He

simply asked, "Are you making

I sat in silence.

constituted molehills?

His

What did he consider
voice

interrupted my

thoughts and with authority and understanding he said, "Save your energy
for the mountains , 11

I left his office wondering

just what were the

mountains,
With this

thought still in my mind,

I began to reflect on the

challenges I had faced in my teaching and on what experiences I thought
really made teaching tough but gratifying.
stutter.
and

He had come back to see me this year,

came to

say good-bye,

seventh grade stranger.
have him that week.
I

I

I

I

I

I remembered the boy with a

He was

He was

a child

He was moving to Texas
I had the

year before--a

a child being raised by whoever would

His mother had remarried and the stepfather had

threatened to kill him, so he moved out.
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Apparently, a foster home with

B.
house parents

too detached to

remember his name.

care left him wandering,

I just remember how smart he was.

I

Nelson

can't even

On days I had a

test scheduled I would stop by the office just to see if he was waiting
to check out of school.

He was usually there, and I would have him come

take my test before he

left.

several days,

Even if he

he could always pass

him how smart he was,

had not been in class

the test.

I tried to impress upon

but he didn't pass that year,

He failed, not
No one seemed

because of lack of ability, but because of lack of love.
to

I

sense his needs, including me.

for

I only knew he was one student who

had the natural

gift of learning and no parents to say, "Good for you. 11

The boy found a

church to attend and a pastor who

cared.

was moving to Texas to begin work in a church there.
to live with the preacher.
and making

I

The boy was going

Excitedly, he talked about going to school

a new life with the pastor and his

to tell me good-bye?

The minister

family.

Why did he come

hope it is because in some small way he could

tell that I saw his potential as a person and that I cared.
Suddenly the words "mountain" or "molehill"
He was the mountain!
a home,

One student who had very special needs.

He needed

someone who cared, someone who knew and could affirm him.

wanted a chance to be successful; he
would give him the chance,

just had to

spent so much time

He

find the people who

Students and their needs are my mountains.

All else, the petty problems of our daily routine,
I had

flashed into my mind,

looking down,

are the mole hills.

trying not to

trip over the

annoying molehills, that I almost missed looking up to see the challenge
of the mountains.
The more I thought, the more I
108
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became aware of the mountains all

around me.

How can

these needs?
energy for

I, just me,

move the mountains?

the mountains."

I

How can

I meet

"Save your

began to understand, to realize, that I

energy on the

focus on moving the mountains, my

a time;

Nelson

The words of my principal came back to me--

must not use all my

all about:

B.

small molehills, but, one by one,
students.

This is

what teaching is

helping students one at a time; meeting their needs, one at
helping them

feel important and successful,

moment, one at a time.
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if only for a
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Can't Do's--Can Do!
Motivating Writers

I am very interested
writers.

in the motivation of

students, especially

This interest has been kindled by the needs of a special class

I have the pleasure
do- -Won't do"

of teaching,
The

class.

One person described it as the "Can't

official

title of the

class

is

Basic

Competency Review, which means basically that these students can't do or
won't do the work necessary to pass the state competency test.
a stigma attached to taking my class, and the
have

had a great deal of failure

fact that these students

associated with academics is an ever-

Consequently, the

present ghost.

There is

need for

positive motivation is

my

first priority ..
There are factors that seem to strongly affect students' attitudes
about writing.

A judgmental audience, teacher expectations, pressure to

complete an assignment on time, and no

sense of personal

control all

seem to squelch any flicker of motiv.ation the student may have had.
In the book Write From The Start Donald Graves states, "Motivation
When it isn't wound, all

the

gears in the system stop and have to be forced into motion" ( 26).

We,

is the mainspring of

as

the school system.

teachers, must find

should let students
writing, leaving

ways to motivate

see

and develop the

students room to develop
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students to write.
purpose

for

Maybe we

their

their own ideas.

school

We should

B.

Nelson

let there be a shared exchange of ideas between teacher and student.
One new motivational

approach to writing is the teacher's role of

.Providing instructional support or "scaffolding," as described by Arthur
Applebee

in his

explanation
learning

of

book, Contexts
scaffolding is

through

provide

understand

tasks on their own.

students' efforts.

analyses and opinions

the

value

of

student
knowledge

The role of instructional scaffolding is
teaching strategies

to provide resources that will

undertake these

A simplified

Write.

Through this interaction,

students with models and

problems and

support

to

interaction.

gradually becomes their own.
to

for Learning to

When we

Good

for solving

help students
scaffolds

eventually

are erected to

see students formulating their own

or completing

tasks,

it is

time

to take

the

scaffolding down (176-177).
Applebee's
gives

first study of

three recommendations

language, learning,

for

motivating

and

students

interaction

and

improving

writing instruction:
(A) More situations are needed in which writing can serve
as a tool for learning rather than as a means to display
acquired knowledge;
(B) Recent work on the nature.of the composing process
needs to be brought to the attention of a broader spectrum
of teachers;
(C) School writing must be motivated by a need to communicate
and must be valued as an expression of something the writer
wants to say. (180)
In

the book Write

From The

Start,

there

are

a number of

suggestions that can help the teacher become aware of the little
we

can do to

relevant.

instill motivation.

They are things

we are

The ideas presented are simple and
all aware of,

liberal doses to make them part of our character.
111

things

but need to

hear in

First, we as teachers

B,
need

to create a common bond among

Nelson

our class so that our students know

responsibilities are shared, experiences are shared, and the motivation
to read and write will hopefully be shared as an end product.
thing a teacher must be aware
connection between the
be real or imaginary,
writing is

of is the necessary

Another

action of making

a

written word and the students' world, whether it
The motivation to write will be there because the

part of their experiences,

The delightful

outcome is that

students are willing to share their stories in a group setting,
Many times during the year students come and ask me if they may be
the teacher for
guest!"

the day,

Occasionally I

Could this be a motivational incentive?

classroom where

learning is

What better motivation

shared, teaching

than to

something worth sharing,

can

let students

audience so

special interest!

in the class when

it true, "In a
(Graves 58)?

show that they

that

What better motivation could there be?

s/he is the brightest kid

Isn't

say, "Be my

is shared"

let students

We

and entertain their

convince,
experts.

have wanted to

do know

write to inform,
students

A student

feel like
feels as if

s/he writes about her/his

Most importantly, empathy is needed in the classroom,

It is the sense of belonging, a predictable environment, that is created
by the teacher,

If these

elements are missing

in a classroom,

every

attempt at motivation will fail,
Our students
Writing

is

see power as

powerful,

It can be

nation's illiteracy problem,
[
I 1.

something that motivates
one major factor

But if we tell

in

our society,
solving this

our students writing

is

good for them, we lose them, Marie Ponsot, in the book Beat Not The Poor
~

shows the power words possess:
112
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Nelson

If we said to students: "I would give you a skill, a power
over yourself. You will have authority over it. No one will ever
be able to take it from you. It's an ordinary thing, a human
thing, like learning to talk, and you already know most of what
. you need to do it. You learn it in the company of others. And at
every step of the way to learning it, the power of it will be
there as part of the pleasure of learning it." How many takers do
you think we'd get? (9)

Motivation will not make a good writing class unless there is writing.
other hand, writing will

On the

not make a good writing class without motivation,

good ideas behind the writing, reading,

and response

from the writer

working day.
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Barbara Eubanks
... whatsoever things are lovely, whatsoever things are of good report, if there
be any virtue,,, ,think on these things.
-St. Paul (Philippians 4:8)
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LOVELY THINGS
Life

is

a kaleidescope

beautiful

experiences and at the same time,
the

shards of biting glass.

slivers are nipping at my feet,

things are lovely" verse.

crystals

of

colorful
Often when

I must dwell on my "Whatsoever

As with Emily Gibbs

in Our Town, it is often

those "ordinary days" which I choose as my solace -- those days
responsibility belonged to

when

someone else, when time was the concern of

someone older and wiser than me.
That store bench.
that blond-haired child,
business was slow.

Oh,

was it ever a peaceful place!

my dad and

When I was

I would sit there for hours when

Maybe we would chat a little or, maybe, just sit.

Occasionally a stranger would drive up and

ask, "How far is

it to

Albertville?"
My dad would reply, "Four miles straight ahead.

You can't miss

it."

One day after this had been repeated several times, I looked at my

dad

and said, "You know, Daddy, it looks like everybody would know the

way to Albertville. " His gentle chuckle made me realize that I had said
some- thing that was not quite right, ·but I wasn't embarrassed.
Dad's
was.

total

acceptance and adoration.

There existed between us

a

I felt

But that was the way he always
camaraderie that nothing

could

penetrate, not even Mother's attempts at interventions with the demands
!

I
I

of mundane daily tasks.
take out the

Even if she called me

garbage, or break beans, I

away to clean my room,

always found my way back to

Dad's side.
It was one of those days that I experienced something that made me
115
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I

I
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see a different side of

Daddy.

As we sat that day, he was unusually

quiet, the kind of quiet that makes you feel uncomfortable.

I broke the

silence with one of my questions which would cut right through.
wrong?

"What's

Are you mad at me?"

"No,

it's not that; I

guess I'm fost

a little sad today.

01'

Blackie ran out in front of the mailman's car and got killed."
I

knew he prized that old coon dog above all

possessions.

If it had not been for the fact that I

of his worldly
liked the old dog

too, I would have been a little jealous of his concern.
After another period of

silence, he

said,

"Me and you and 01'

Blackie have had a lot of good times."
We had.

Of us three girls, I was Dad's only tomboy.

told people that I

was the only "boy" he had.

Dad had often

He said that because

many a night when he'd close the store about nine o'clock, he would say,
"Babs, I'd like to take 01'

Blackie and go 'possum hunting.

You wanta

go?"
I'd grab a flashlight and be on his heels before
Mom would make her usual needless protest.
go to

school tomorrow.

I could answer.

"But Hugh, that child has to

What is her teacher going to

say if she keeps

falling asleep?"
"Ah, she's gonna be all right." Turning to me, "Won't you?"
As we sat there, I glanced over at him, for looking him straight in
the eyes always embarrassed me, and
there before;
face.

What

a couple of tears of

I saw something I

sadness crept down his rugged brown

I didn't know then was that years later I

116
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i

had never seen

would see his

B. Eubanks
some chatter going.

We sat there in silence, but until this day, I can

remember that unspeakable bond which Dad and I experienced then,
knew I shared his grief without

He

a word being spoken, and I knew he was

sorry for the discomfort that seeing his tears had brought me.
Not only is that
repertoire

old store bench one of

the lovely things in my

of good things, but the entire store experience brings back

warm recollections.

Our house was

connected to the store,

surrounded with children's delights -- Cokes, candy,

so we were

ice cream, potato

chips, and general junk food.

i

Although my parents
that could never be
university,

had little formal education, they had "smarts"
packaged or imprisoned by the walls

of any

It was such wisdom that they employed when they set a limit

on what we could run through the store and grab to eat.
our "nickel's worth" came

into being,

That was when

Each day we were

allowed a

f

I

I

nickel's worth of junk out of the

store, and in those days, a nickel

would buy any of those prized items,

I

It was that limitation that made the Fourth of July such a treat,
that

is, the

feared

I
!

1·

Because Mom and Dad

exemption from that limitation,

that something dreadful would happen to us if we celebrated the

holiday at the lake or

got out on the busy highway to go anywhere else,

!

we stayed home on the Fourth,

They knew all

the drinkers would be out

in great numbers on that day, and they also knew that the Fourth was one
of

the best store days in the year,

helped pump gas

II

stations)

Therefore,

(Those also were the days of service stations, not gas

and dipped minnows for the fishermen,

bad because Dad declared The Fourth, Free Day.
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we stayed home and

But this was not so

That meant that we could

B. Eubanks
have anything

and all we wanted out of the

was that we had to eat all that we

took.

store,

The only limitation

Daddy hated waste.

So it was

that day each year that we experimented with all the things that we had
not gained the courage to spend our precious "nickel's worth" on before.
It is literally amazing how much junk one kid can consume in one day's
time and not die.
Usually after dark we would go

out in our front yard.

sit where he could watch the store and talk to Mother.
had acquired
Day),

I

I

a friend by that time (who also

Daddy would

We girls usually

enjoyed the

store Free

We would run and romp, chase lightning bugs, and wave at all the

cars going by.
It never failed,

Any time we were in the yard,

some of the

neighbors would run to the store for milk and bread and come out and sit
a spell with Mom and Dad,

II
iI

were many -- would

Oftentimes some of the relatives -- and they

just come to

"set til bedtime."

These times were

nice too, because Mom and Dad had never learned that children were to be
seen, not heard,

nor had they ever suspected that anyone would oppose

the kids' being in the middle of the adults' conversation.
It was one of those nights, not the Fourth, but an August night -11

Dad's birthday, as a matter of fact -- that. I

became conscious of just

i 1,

how important Dad was
11

I
I I.
I

to me,

We celebrated birthdays, had folks in for

supper, and did everything else with the store open because that was our
life,

and anyone who

knew us knew that.

Mom had invited some of my

I ;

11
! i,

uncles and aunts to help celebrate Dad's birthday. We had eaten outside
and cut the cake, and a lot of

chatter had taken place before Uncle

Barner decided that it was time for the birthday spanking,
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Daddy had always roughhoused with his nephews, even though some of
them were now grown
"Uncle Hugh" back.

and as strong as he.

This was time for them to get

The gang of men and boys converged on Dad.

great sense of danger and fear.

Of course, their

I felt a

spankings and Dad's

protestations were all done in fun; I just knew that they didn't realize
just how hard they were hitting and that they were hurting or maybe even
killing my daddy.
i I

' I

I\

It was then that all of my thoughts

frightening and horrible my life would be without him.
intervene.

I hit, bit, cried,

tight mass of human flesh.

turned to how
I set out to

and yelled, but I couldn't penetrate the
I don't know who it was

-- maybe it was

Uncle Barner, or it might have been Daddy himself -- who finally heard my
cries. Nonetheless,

11

iI

I

1.

though almost everyone

continued with the festivities

the remembrances of

I !l,

occupied the piano bench,

For as long as

I can remember,

erect in her Sunday best, topped by the matching
It was not uncommon for Dad to announce the page

number, lead the congregation

in the

first verse,

speak up and say, "Hugh, let's pick that up a little.
to death."

r

would put a member of a

formal church in the grave.

I

I

11

and then hear Mom
We're dragging it

Sure enough, we would continue at a pace and volume

a relaxed, uninhibited nature to our worship then.
i

my mom has

and during my childhood, Dad led the singing.

i

I

I

that little country Baptist church and my mom and

involvement there.

wide-brimmed hat.

I.

of the night,

Another of these "lovely things" which sees me through dark days is

Mom would sit there

I

Even

remained unusually quiet on my father's knee.

'I

!
II

I really

Much to my relief, I had reclaimed my dad.

dad's

11
I r

just how distraught

was, the fracas ended.

II I

I !'·

when they discovered
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Oh, there was such
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It was such experiences which helped me, when I was grown, through
the

darkest time of life--that time when

I was

told that my oldest

sister Amoretta had been killed in an automobile accident only two miles
from home, "It can't be," I thought.

"Those things are what you read in

the newspaper; they don't happen in my family!

She's only twenty-three,

and people aren't supposed to die that young,"
When I
parents.

finished with my early steps of denial,

When my husband and I walked

I had to

face my

into their house, there sat my

mom and dad, suddenly aged beyond words, with tears raining down their
faces.

Daddy,

through sobs, said,

when they told me,"

"Babs, I first thought it was

and quickly added as

though what he had

you

said felt

irreverent, "but it couldn't be any worse if it had of been."
!

l
!

That bond, that camraderie, which
still real even though
man,

, I

Ir

I I

my new husband.

because of my own

loss!

felt years

before, was

I had given first place in my life to another
How

I ached because daddy hurt so

deeply and

His tears this time were unembarrassed.

were the natural wrenching of the soul.
control,

I had

They

I had never seen my dad out of

I never knew life could be so dismal, so full of grief that I

would even wish for my own death, any escape from my despair.
I think it was when we got home from the funeral

I

I

Il
I, II
I
I

I'

finally able to think of anything
around the table, still wiping

that was lovely.

our eyes,

that we

We were sitting

when spontaneously we

remembering and recounting the good things in her life.
words,

those kind smiles, those far-reaching

one by one.

deeds of hers were named,

man, a neighbor, had knelt by her grave and sobbed,
120

began

Those gentle

I told the family how ironic I thought it was that a

11

were

grown

"Amma, you always

B. Eubanks
tried to get me to

go to

church and

I

would promise, but

I

didn't

realize it would take this to get me here."
As we thought of the good that her brief life had brought about, a
strange thing happened.
tears.

I
'
I

Gradually there were

The tears were with us

discovered with the
whatsoever things

apostle

for many

days to

come,

but we had

Paul, "--- whatsoever things are

are lovely ---think on

do.
i

II

i' I
'I

!I ''
I

smiles mingled with our

I

\ I

11
! \

II
II

I, I
I
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good,

did and I
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THE ANGELIC AMORETTA
By
Barbara Eubanks
0, She was lovely,
As lovely as could be.
Angelic, they said of her
And always nice to me.

i

I

I

I

Her love was ever flowing
To meet friends' constant needs.
Her shining spirit glowing
Like a child on bended knees.
A sister, a confidante,
An all in all she was,
A selfless individual
Never seeking man's applause.
My admiration for her
Was as constant as the sun.
Sometimes I pulled away.
Her very essence burned.

I

i.

I

I

II

Those precious little daughters,
Left like frightened pups
Searched for morsels of truth,
Not knowing whom to trust.
They met with life's confusions
Without a mother's love,
Not knowing many answers
But trusting those above.

I

I
I.
I

I

)

I long to see her even now
Though death has taken her away,
I wonder what differences would have been,
If she had only stayed,

I
l

I

I

II

I

I

i

.
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Our life is what our thoughts make it.
-Marcus Aurelius Antonius

I I

i

I

I lI
i

I!
'

I

I

I

II
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FOURTH DOWN
Late in the fourth

quarter we had fallen behind 13

- 12, and our

offensive drive to score the possible winning points had begun to stall.
On the previous

down, my All-State quarterback had been sacked

eight yard loss.
me.

I could hear the now hostile homecoming crowd behind

A desperate situation--fourth and

confronted me and my team.
out!

for an

I

eighteen with

needed time to

think.

time expiring-Time out!

Time

As I weighed the gravity of the situation and searched my mind and

experience for possible

solutions, I walked to my team's huddle

yards from the goal line; it seemed miles.
my players.

My

sixty

I looked into the faces

eyes were met by dull stares.

I tried to

of

imagine a

worse scenario; I drew a blank.

I

'' '

'

In a calm voice I spoke.

II
i )

I spoke of

we had prepared for this moment when our energy and
be required to accomplish our goals.

I
I

practice, of the long hours

I

concentration would

I spoke of our plan.

Admi t.tedl y, my mind was far from English .class and the concerns of
writing.

However, it now occurs

to me that maybe I've

never really

rendered a plan for my students regarding writing.
Every
situation.
only

I\

I've

asked my students

to

I expected a perfect performance.

on that

football

time

experience.

I

can't imagine

write,

it was

They were

a game

to be graded

the disastrous

play of my

team if their only gridiron experiences were the ten annually

scheduled games.

I

doubt

if my writing

students even receive

ten

"games" a year, and I know that their "schedule" usually only involves a

I

I

week's notice or less.

Litt.le time for game preparation.

I.
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My

players
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work hours

at practice.

They receive great amounts

individuals, in groups, and as

a team.

Their practice

of instruction as
is disciplined,

structured, and guided; but it is not, in football terms, "graded" until
Friday night.

They gain a wealth of experience to help them execute the

most finite skills at their positions.
Writing students

should also

be granted

an opportunity to gain

valuable experience before a graded performance.
and

guided practice.

write.

Too

often, students

They need structured

have been told

to simply

I cringe to think of the numerous times I've assigned irrelevant

topics--"Summer Vacation"
like to express.

and such.

They must have ideas they would

Their writing would probably show some improvement if

they had an interest in the topic or at least an opinion on the topic.
As

a coach my fondest memories

demonstrating to the

player the

are of one-on-one instruction, of

proper techniques, and

molding the movement or position of the player's body.
similar
on paper.

challenge, but one's mind and

of

actually

Writing offers a

language become skills to record

Students should be able to ask for assistance with their work

before it is sacrificed in red ink.

Clustering and first drafts need no

grades, only the helpful suggestions of a teacher.
For

practice, composition can also be divided

the sentence and the paragraph.
compare, edit,

into small units,

Students should then be able to share,

and contribute to

the work of other students

in small

groups and before the entire class.
Finally, when game night arrives,
i

!

downs or chances
points to win.

the football team receives four

to make ten yards and four

quarters to score

enough

Writing students certainly deserve more than one chance
125
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to make a first down or to win.
I gave

Revision offers those chances.

the team their assignment,

and on fourth

down Ervin Moss

caught a short pass and scampered sixty yards down our sideline for what
would prove the winning touchdown.

Grading was easy:

I

I I

!

I

I '

iI
! \

11
I

1

11
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Corridor of Life
The corridor she walked was lit by fluorescent lights that seemed
to give a clean, empty glow to the medicinal air.
in a pale green wall-and-floor container.
breathe in a place like this,

It seemed like a mist

She wondered how people could

day after day; it must be something one

adapted to; the whole idea and purpose was something one adapted to.
I

Here she was.

I

her to go to.

Room seven.

On the

The one the nurse at the desk had told

stainless steel table lay the medical gown

the

nurse had instructed her to change into,
She

shivered

slightly;

whether

it was

loneliness of the empty room, she didn't know.
her head and shook her long
the table.

blonde hair free.

from

the

coldness or

She pulled the gown over
She

sat on the edge of

Alone, she waited.

A nurse

entered the small

room and instructed her to lean back

against the slightly elevated portion of the table and
into the stirrups,

She wanted to cry; she

insert her feet

felt so alone.

The doctor

then entered; his face had deep lines that seemed to trace a gloomy path
to his

sad eyes.

had begun earlier;
connected the
the hose
I ,

II

II

was

The nurse finished the few routine medical checks SQe
she turned and nodded to

away,

connected to

a machine that hummed monotonously,
and she closed her soft blue

She heard the low sound of the machine.

She anticipated the feel

grew tense.

The doctor

long plastic hose to a steel instrument; the other end of

young girl could no longer watch,
She waited.

the doctor.

of the instrument.

The
eyes.

Reality seemed far
There it was; she

The loneliness seemed to grow greater than ever before,
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the deep dark recesses of her mind she heard a soft whispering scream,
and another of God's children entered the Kingdom of Heaven.

1

I

I

I

I I,
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Secrets
They went through life together,
and no one ever knew them
like they knew one another.
The good and bad they had shared
and a life of loneliness made them scared.
So their desire to be together was fervently carried,
And today the secrets of two lives were buried.

I

I

i
r

I

I

I

People might have laughed at them,
and thought their romance silly,
but their hopes and dreams never grew dim.
So it came to pass the two vowed and married,
And today the secrets of their vows were buried.
They kissed and cuddled into the dark nights,
and made love until the early morning light.
Onward through life the two had silently carried,
And today the secrets of their love were buried.

I

I
I

I
I

I
I

II
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Anna Mcllwain
When you set out for Ithaka
ask that your way be long,
full of adventure, full of instruction.
-Cavafy

II
I

'
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Return

When did you go?
What dragged you to the edge
Of the everyday world
And shoved you over the brink
Into a horrid abyss of screaming
Creatures with warty hides?

Come back.

I

Cry out.
Reach.
Return.

Feel the sun's warmth.
Smell spring's lilacs.

,I

Taste summer's sweet corn.

I

Touch a baby's soft skin.
See lines in Mother's face,

Talk to me.
Return.
11

iI I,
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Uncle Lawrence
After Uncle Lawrence had been l i vi ng at our house f or about a year
or t wo ,

I r ealized

that he has a knack f or putting

to see us i nto a definite slot .
and shoul d not be

Uncl e

everyone who comes

Lawrence is not exactly an angel

judging other people;

he was

even thought of

as a

warmonger during pre-Civil War days by the Unionists i n his home state,
South Carolina.

Somehow, though, he

just can' t seem to refrai n fr om

classifying everyone he meets in my Alabama home.
From his vantage
facing the

point on the wall

in a massive , gi lded

picture window, Brigadier General

in his Confederate uniform, surveys the room.
stands,

Keitt's

piercing

blue eyes

frame

Lawrence Massi llon Keit t ,
Wher ever anyone sits or

search out t hat per son .

His

expression and his size command attention.
Uncle L.

likes to be noticed.

He proved this when he served as a

member of

the South Carolina House of Representatives and

1850's as

a member of the

couldn 't wait,
than my

United States House of

Representatives.

then, to see how my friends would react to

family, the first person to see Uncle

also in the

him.

He

Other

Lawrence at his new home

stood in front of his portrait and remarked on the beauty of the frame.
Highly indignant at

being ignored, Lawrence wrote

someone with misplaced values.

as

Anyone who sees him now but does not say

anything about him is labeled an ignorer.

J
J

off that visitor
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Surprisingly,

there

are

some people who

Lawrence when they come in our front door,
example,

don't notice Uncle

My daughter's boyfriend, for

has been entering our house frequently when he

her, but only when a friend

comes to see

of his, at our house for the

first time,

noticed Lawrence, did my daughter's boyfriend actually see Uncle L.
being noticed is not quite so egregious as
thinks,
' I

being ignored,

but the omission brings a bit of pain to him.

persons who

fail

to

see him as

not very

sharp;

Not

my uncle

He thinks of
to him they're

nonobservers.
Another visitor, who lives in an antebellum home and whose husband
has been known, on occasion,

to fly

the Confederate flag

couple's upstairs porch, walked into our
claims as his.

living room,

Never having felt quite at home

from the

which Lawrence

in Alabama although he

had helped to write the Constitution of the Confederacy in Montgomery,

,I

Lawrence just knew that here at last was a kindred soul.

He impatiently

waited for the petite woman married to the Confederatephile to boost his
morale in marvelous ways,

Even I was happy for him that day

at the

expectation of ecstatic exclamations· from our guest.
The short, lively woman never gave my great-great uncle a breath,
much less a word of praise.

,I
' I

I

I

I '

I
I.

I

Instead, she commented profusely on another

painting in.the room, one much smaller, not nearly so old, a mere scene.
Lawrence

listened in disbelief.

category of visitors, the
In

addition to

In his mind he now formed a new

unpredictables.
the

ignorers,

the nonobservers,

unpredictables, another group of people--by far
Lawrence's fourth classification.
133

and the

the largest--fits into

The question many people ask when

A. Mcilwain
they

first glimpse Uncle is the

Others continue with

further inquiries,

question or many, Lawrence warms
with curiosity.

134

Whether these people ask

up to this group because they

He calls them the stars.

II
II

straightforward question, "Who is he?"
one

sparkle

Anna K. Mcllwain
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SERENDIPITY
Serendipity has favored me

this summer,

for I

have

found new

riches in ideas from two people--William Glasser and Nancie Atwell,

Dr,

Glasser' s control theory has literally changed my perspective on life as
well

as on

teaching.

At.well' s

In the Middle

has made me want to

revolutionize my way of teaching English.
When

I read Control

that here is
Because I

a new out.look

needed to

through two

Theory in the
on what

delve into

Classroom by

is wrong with

Glasser's ideas

our schools today,

more deeply,

more books by him--Reality Therapy

Control of Your Life.

Glasser, I knew

I raced

and Take Effective

I am now confident that with what I have learned

from Glasser, my schoolroom will be

a more productive place.

Glasser's

work is not geared to all the specifics I need; therefore, I am indebted
to Nancie Atwell,

an English teacher of

years, for giving me those specifics in
the Middle:
11
'

'

eighth graders

for fourteen

her extremely helpful book

Writing, Reading. and Learning with Adolescents.

Glasser developed control theory to explain human behavior.
are, he says, five

needs all human beings have,

one, the need

needs into

include belonging and
(Control

In

23),

to survive and

There

He lumps our physical

reproduce.

Our

other needs

loving, gaining power, being free, and having fun

According to Glasser,

students work in school in direct

proportion to how well their needs are being met (Control 27-28),
Nancie
role as

Atwell came out from behind her desk and relinquished her

a "creationist" in the

classroom
135
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She changed her way of

A. Mcilwain
teaching from being
Now

she

teaches

the authority to becoming a manager or facilitator.
reading and writing

in workshops,

Although

she

fortunately sees all her students twice a day, once for reading and once
for

writing

( 61), she

realizes

that some

students with us only once a day.

us

teachers have

our

For us, she advises having writing

three days a week and reading, two (62).
a writing workshop

of

I,

for example, plan to have

for my first three periods Monday through Wednesday.

Those classes will have a reading workshop on Thursdays and Fridays,

My

other two classes will have reading on Monday and Tuesday and writing on
the

last three days

suggestion and

of

go out to

the week,
eat the

Perhaps I
night of the

will

follow Atwell's

overlapping day

since

being the facilitator in the writing workshop is quite demanding ( 63).
The workshop method

of teaching writing

and reading, if

planned

carefully, can provide the environment necessary for helping to meet the
psychological

needs which

Glasser says

writing workshop begins each day with a
where the teacher gets by a
student is working

each student possesses.

status-of-the class conference

quick roll call what piece of writing

on and how far in the process

the student has gotten (Atwell 89-92).

The

each

of writing that piece

There are short conferences with

the teacher, either oriented toward content (92-96) or editing (109-13),
if the student has asked for one during the roll-call conference.

There

are also conferences with other students if the student-writers want one
Each class
should help
, I

Ii

ends with a

form the background

takes his or her job
there is a better

group sharing.
for caring to

All these interactions
occur.

If

seriously, the proper tone will be set,

chance for a

sense of belonging
136

the teacher
Certainly

to take place

here

A. Mcilwain
than

in the

usual highly

competitive atmosphere

classroom where many students feel

in

each

class,

the

the conventional

doomed before they even start.

interactions that take place form the
develop

of

kind

The

basis for a sense of community to
of

camaraderie

which we in

the

Jacksonville Writing Project are experiencing this summer.
Students

gain

power

choosing the books

in

the reading

they read from a

large number of books

and by choosing their own topics and
95,168),

and writing workshop by

audiences when they write (Atwell

Their writing may help them gain power,

letters

to the

editor, letters

(97).

Any kind

students

soon

to authors,

of writing which a

student by making

him or her

find

a more

that writing

in the room

too, when they write

and letters

of complaint

student does well

empowers the

productive person.

and reading are

In

sources

short,

of power.

Reading stretches their minds, gives them new ideas, and shows them ways
other

authors write well (227-28),

and they begin to become more
investing

more time

Students begin reading as writers,

effective writers since they are

into both reading and writing when

usually

the workshop

setting is used (252).
There is

much more
We in

classrooms.

freedom in

our workshop

enjoyed ourselves

very much if we

nine till

We

four.

a workshop

set.ting than in most

this summer would probably

not have

had only been sitting at desks from

should expect students,

who

usually are more

rest.less than adults, to feel at least the way we do about sitting still
for the entire school
reference or

day.

If a student needs

to get up to look

have a conference with someone else,

do that.
137

at a

he or she is free to
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Because students
learning is

can interact with other students

and because

fun when students are learning things that they choose, the

workshop method of writing and reading should meet the

need for having

fun.
I realize that there are many potential
chooses to
students are

turn his or her room into a workshop, but I know, too, that
not learning

teaching and learning,

I

nearly enough through

workshop's favor is

environment

for

meeting

traditional ways

think that Atwell's ideas are sound

are based on current research and experience.
in the

pitfalls when a teacher

the fact that
the

students'

of

for they

Another very strong point

it provides the
psychological

appropriate

needs,

those

classified by Glasser.
Summer 1989

is a time I

State University Writing
experience the fellowship,
to offer.

will always remember.

Project has

given .me

The Jacksonville

the

opportunity to

power, freedom, and fun which a workshop has

It would be stingy of me not

environment with my students.

Summer

to share this kind of learning
1989 has

been my

summer of

serendipity.
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A Menu for Halloween
Most of the activities we do in the library are based on books or
selections

I

read

to the

fourth,

fifth, and

siKth

grade students.

During October we do a particularly tasty bit of writing.

I use

either

the three witches' chant from Macbeth

as a choral reading or a charming

book by Lorna

Potion.

Balian called

Humbug

'l'hey both

contain some

entertaining ingredients.
While Macbeth's

witches offer the

more unsavory

Potion ties in better with library skills,

items,

Humbug

A grandmotherly witch--with

warts, raggedy clothes, and all--drops coded objects into bubbling brew,
Arabic

numbers

ingredients.
the story.

substitute

for

alphabet

The stud.ents translate the

letters

in

the

numbers into words

secret

as I read

Since everything in the library is based on numbers

and the

alphabet, this activity is an excellent review for the students.
Then I hand
bite out

of this!"

out a sheet with

most awful recipe they can.

started.
students

1'he students then write the

They color Dracula and

The response is better if they are
I display these on

love

to

saying, "'l'ake a

We briefly discuss cooking terms like saute, mince,

poach, and other odd directions.

work.

Dracula at the top

the wall over

read what others have

often add other art

given some class time to get
the Halloween books,
written,

encourages them to write something even more disgusting.
11

I
,I
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The
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SLEIGHT OF HAND
It all

began the night the twister

hurt, but strange and usual

struck the town.

things were found

No one was

the next morning.

One

house had been picked up, turned completely around, and set back on its
foundation.

A roof

had been torn off a new house and the ramshackle

chicken coop next to it had been spared.

A girl's wedding photographs

had been found miles from her home by an old beau.
I

i

her parents.

It was

He returned them to

as though a mischievous child had been playing

i \

tricks on the town.
The huge oak down by the schoolyard had been damaged, too.
knew how old it was;

it had always been there.
gravestones were

Some

said it marked an

ancient

graveyard, but the

though,

never seemed to need cutting in the shade of that old oak, and

the. squirrels must have quickly
sapling ever

grew under

after a

long gone.

carried off all

the spreading branches.

under the oak, even on the

hottest days.

spirited game of dodgeball,but no

It was

The grass,

the acorns because no
It was

always cool

a good place to rest

one ever stayed long.

were ready to get back into the fray after a short respite.
was damaged during the
I i

I I.

school,
I I

They

The tree

limbs were broken and lightning had
tree all

The town fathers, concerned about the children

being hurt, had cut the tree down even with the ground.
It was

I

storm:

struck the oak, leaving a blackened gash down the side of the
the way into the ground.

I1

No one

then, they say, that curious things began to happen at the

There seemed to be more children than usual on the playground.

Sometimes a new

child would appear
141

in the classroom,

and be gone

the

C. Campbell
Little things began to disappear, only to be found

next day.

unlikely place
disappeared.

in the next

few days.

Then the

new

in an

library books

All of them.

Miss Sybil had checked off the books brought by the delivery man
and walked up the corridor to the office to give the invoice to

the

school secretary.

she

returned,

all of

carefully arranged

She was

gone

only a few minutes, but when

the new books--all 150 books, recently
in groups

counted and

on the library tables--had disappeared

without a trace.
Miss Sybil hurried back to the office and returned trailing the
school principal and the janitor.
as Miss

They both stood in wondering silence

Sybil explained how she had carefully arranged the new books in

alphabetical order and marked off each volume on the master copy.
looked over, under, and behind all
workroom, and even on the shelves.

the bookcases

the

aghast.

in the

The books were not there.

Miss Sybil, of whom it was rumored cared more
children, was

and tables,

They

for books than for

Leaving the janitor to watch over the library,

two ladies hurried next door to the gym.

The gym had long been the

bane of Miss Sybil's existence--on rainy days the children were forced
to play

in the gym instead of

playground.

venting their energy and noise

Miss Sybil had been known to charge into the

gym, wagging

her finger, and admonishing the children near her to be quiet.
even once approached the physical
silent Mr. Smithe,

on the

She had

education instructor, the strong and

but was met with such a cold stare she saved her

finger shaking and warnings for the children.
The children were not in the
142

gym, so the

two ladies sailed out

C, Campbell
onto the

playground.

The day was changing rapidly.

Dark clouds were

skudding across the sky and the chilly wind blew fitfully,

Leaves and

dust demons danced merrily and then died back to the ground.

Mr. Smithe

was

blowing his whistle

corners of
building;
Sybil

the field,

to summon the

The

children playing at the far

children were reluctantly returning

to the

some were looking apprehensively at the darkening sky.

and the principal, Mrs. Forthly,

Miss

helped herd the children inside

as the first cold drops of rain began to fall from the sky,
Several of the children hesitated at the doors to the gym, only to
be overwhelmed and

carried inside with the rising tide

of students.

Inside the gym the noise and confusion distracted the two ladies

from

their purpose, but as their eyes adjusted to the dim light they sought
out Mr. Smithe.

He was in a cluster of students, collecting and storing

balls and gloves and other equipment.

The noise was

deafening and they

could not get close enough to him to get his attention.
Miss Sybil turned to the children near her and began wagging her
I

I

finger and warning them to be quiet.
Mrs,

No one paid any attention to her.

Forthly had quietly navigated· through the clusters of students

toward Mr.

Smithe, leaving the

librarian on the

Miss Sybil again raised her voice and called
attention of

those children nearest her,

far side of
for order,

the gym,

gaining the

She noticed several

of the

children were unfamiliar to her, some of the children looked flushed and
hot, while others appeared cool and pale.
As the children turned toward her, Miss Sybil began asking if any
of them had been inside the building instead of outside playing.
11

students shook their heads

no,
143
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I

while others

simply

Some

looked at her

C, Campbell
blankly,

Miso Sybil became angrier and more desperate.

She

one fat, freckled little boy and began screaming over the

din about the

lost books and unruly children.

At first he looked at her blankly and

then began to grin devilishly.

Miss Sybil

felt she had her culprit.

She began accusing him of stealing the books, shaking her
voice rising, and spittle flying
evilly

from her mouth.

The boy

and backed up until she had him in a corner.

catch her breath and the boy, a wicked gleam in his
I

i

cornered

finger, her
grinned more

She stopped to

eye, began to shake

his finger at her but never uttered a word.

1

Miss Sybil was quite shocked that a student would dare to wag his
finger at her,
I

i

I

She lost her temper and bit the offending

was, she supposed, rather like biting a worm.

finger.

It

It was round and pink and

I

squirming, but it had little substance.

She bit through it, feeling her

I

teeth meet teeth but not flesh or bone.

The boy threw back his head and

I

laughed silently.
i

I

I

Miss Sybil let go of

staring at him in horror.

His

his

finger and backed up,

face began to swirl until it was

looking into a whirlwind, and then he disappeared in
Out of
I

I
I

the corner of her eye she could

I

gusts of wind swirling together and then bursting through the doors out
to the playground.

rain and storm that afternoon.
frightened.

I

wind.

see what appeared to be other

It seemed the very heavens opened up
I I

a rush of

like

the sky.

and deluged the

The children were

sent home

town with
wet and

The next day was bright and clear, not a grey cloud was in
When the

first group of

children went outside

to play, the

lost library books were found where the big oak tree had been cut down,
I

I

I

damp from the rain.
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On Divine Inspiration and Poesy
(with apologies to Edward Taylor)
There's nothing like trying a line of verse
To teach me to weed the rose bed.
Uprooting weeds that I have learned to curse,
The thoughts are yet rooted in my head.
There's nothing like trying a boring book
To help clean my habitation
And drag the vacuum monster from his nook
To rock the rocks of my foundation,
There's nothing like trying to mend a thought
Like cloth with rips and tears abounding,
To force the weaver who is caught
To go back to loom for reweaving,
On winding threads of thoughts together
So I discover my best work ever.

I

I
!

,I

I

I
I
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Don't waste your time striving for perfection: instead, strive for excellence doing your best!
-Sir Lawrence Olivier

i

!

i i

! I
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HEART

SOUNDS

Dana Key

Deep in pockets of my heart,
There are sounds I've saved,
Those I don't hear anymore, ..
and I listen.
On days when I can't stay kissed,
or when my confidence wears off,
i

f

when all my hope slips away .••

T

and I listen.
The silence of your calling my name
whispers wistfully to my soul.
Then, tiptoes back to my heart •..
and I listen.
i \
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TO SEE OURSELVES
In our home, there is a tall oak hall tree and mirror in the foyer
by the door.
last looks.

It is

the holder of books,

coats, keys, umbrellas,

and

We pass the mirror on our way out of the house and pause to

collect our burdens and to see ourselves.
Tom is always in a hurry as

he pauses at the mirror.

adjusts his tie and stares vacantly at something unseen,

i i
i! I'
! )

Ii !,
I

'

!

II
!

he I s very good at what he does,

deep green

His eyes are

pools that

reflect the shared pain of others; the soft lines on his face tell the
tale of long hours and passage of time; his hands are large, but gentle.
He is the rock of our family; we lean on him.

When cracks threaten the

foundation of our home, he is the mending glue that repairs the flaws.
Meagan pauses at the mirror

and collects her book bag.

and molding as
everything,

With a constant

she strains to

Her young mind is changing, shaping,
find her way.

bubble-baths, and talking

endlessly, full

Her long

is never st.ill; she bounces from one day to the

next, each a brand new discovery,

II

His mind is on

He loves his work, and

supply of energy, she

i

quickly

the hospital and the patients he will see today,

dark hair frames her sparkling blue eyes and freckles.

I

He

of mischief

on the

and curiosity.

She loves catsup on
phone.

She chatters

Like a firefly

against a

dark sky, she brightens my life!
Erin stops in full view of the mirror and carefully scrt1tinizes
every angle.

Her dark blonde hair is

brown eyes stubbornly

fix on

the

coaxed into

task,

Her heart

place as her

soft

is torn between

abandoned dolls, stuffed animals, games, and the exciting grown-up world
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of boys,

dating, parties, and friends.

Lost in her day dreams, she is

restless; adolescence whispers to her, and she is eager to go!
tender sprout with head held high, she struggles to find
pulls away

from me more and

Like a

her way.

more, searching for independence.

She

I must

let her go; but I look back and see the little girl of yesterday, and I
wonder about the young woman of tomorrow,

She gives me hope!

I make my way to the mirror and retrieve my books and purse.
blue eyes check

for all the i terns

list of all the errands I
school,
:' Ii

i

I

I may need

have after work:

dropping them off at dancing

it.

I make

picking up the girls from

Where

does the time go?

I

I want to savor life, not merely taste

There are broken promises I need to fulfill; however, today beckons

and with a last look in the mirror I lock the door behind me,
i

a mental

lessons or band practice, cooking

supper, grading papers ... my list goes on,
long to play more and work less!

today.

My

I

'

\ l

,I

I
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WRITE HERE--WRITE NOW

English
composition:
of

teachers

are

they are alsc, the group

writing skills,

I have

school graduates do

the

group

to

attempt to

teach

usually blamed for students' lack

heard college professors remark, "Most high

not know how to write."

educators, parents, and

'''

usually

'l'his is an

opinion which

employers share all too often,

William Zinsser

says, "American education seems to inflict two fears,..

One is the fear

I

of writing,. . the other is the
r

I

an aptitude for" ( 3).
in

my

own

fear of subjects we don't think we

have

This paper describes a theory and practices used

classroom to

improve

composition skills

in

my students'

writing.
New ideas are
than any

begin?

I

I!

lI ,

At

best, teaching composition

is a trial and

But,
error

English classes have long held

the

repetitious, and

reputation of
(Work,

as a difficult

i

teachers

process, both for students and teachers.

students.

' I

and implemented by

other group, especially if children will gain from them.

how do we

I .

more readily accepted

topics and

being boring,
work, work!)

dul).,

demanding of

Students almost always perceive writing

and mysterious activity,

gruelingly apply their pen

They struggle
to paper.

They

with ideas

on

worry about the

correctness of what

they write, and they ilgonize over impending grades.

As English teachers

we have the reputation

for finding many

for being overly

errors in composition because

pun.i. ti ve,

we doggedly search

for

them.
I believe that we can teach writing in a non-threatening
150
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an

environment

of warm

acceptance

and encouragement,

hestitant of students can and do achieve success.
great writers; however, they do learn to write.
stimulated

and learn

discourage and

that

they can

overwhelm students,

"You failed again!"

They mc1y not ever· be

Heavily

marked papers

It

dccenting the negative.

Marks should be

I leave the others for

the most

They must be motivated,

succeed!

says,

supportive; tones should be gentle

or suggestive, not sarcastic or scolding,

i i

even

l mark only flagrant

peer groups or the individual students

et'rors;
to find.

They almost always do correct the errors through revision and rewriting,
I teach my students that writing is a necessary lifo

skill.

'I'hey

grumble, "Why do we have to learn to write?"
• i

i ',

"There are many reasons!"

I,

The

bottom

line explanation

explore ourselves, our
i

i

i

i

i

lives,

We

1 answer,
is

that writing

learn to better communicate our feelings, ambitions, dreams,
problems,

Writing is an acceptable channel for

anything we may have trouble expressing verbally.
My own

love of writing

gets across to

I am enthusiastic about writing on

give students

time

to center

first on

content, not mechanics!

Once they are

more

lessons on

quickly assimilate

mechanics,

us to

world, our vulnerability, and every fiber of our

aspirations, pains, and

them.

encourages

By constant

practice,

Writing is power.

students as I

write with

all levels, and it shows.
process, not

product, and

comfortable with writing,

punctuation, granunar,
they

write,

on
they

spelling or

revise, review,

rewrite until the product and content. are acceptable,

I

and

Calkins describes

in her study two classes which were compared.

One was taught by drills,

worksheets,

writing,

etc. , and

the other

by process
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"These eighth graders were amazing!
errors found on papers.

Process writers could explain eight

The drill group only

successfully explain why they were errors"

found four, and could not

( 38),

I want my students to

learn core curriculum; therefore, I teach them to write,

i

than memorization and regurgitation;

I want more

I want their voices, ideas,

and

'

emotions.
While the Alabama State Course of Study:
I

I

i r

teaching mechanics

Language Arts

first to obtain skills of grammar,

favors

process writing

I

seems to be the best way to integrate these skills, as cited in Becoming
a Nation of Readers.
"Research suggests that the finer points

i r

i

Il

/

1.

I

'

!

!

punctuation and

subject-verb agreement,

students are engaged

in

practice.
guide away

purpose of

(2),

Skills must be taught not only in
context as well!

such as

may be best learned while

extended writing that has the

communicating a message to the audience"

text, but also in

of writing,

isolation by worksheets and

Mastery of

any skill

comes from

By teaching writing by process and by writing in margins to
from errors,

I teach my students on an individual

basis,

according to their needs,

I!

!
i

f'

{

I

Students want structure,
must be flexible

but flexibility too, and all teachers

in order to cope with the demands of teaching.

I

II

suggest that students become responsible

II
!I

putting some control in the hands of students, the teacher helps them to

'

!

!I '!

I:

become independent learners,
if

By

In my classes, my students know I am there

I'm needed, but the ultimate responsibility for learning is theirs,

not mine.
i

for their own learning,

Most students are accustomed to passive learning; they must

I

I 1.
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be coaxed into active learning.

'fhis hell)s to build seH-·confidenoe and

provides the needed positive experience tor future learning.
writing well

is a product

ot thinking

The act of

well; therefore, students

must

learn to be "thinkers," and take an active part in learning to write,
My
(2)

formula for teaching writing is

Writing,

Revision,

(3) Peer

( 5) Flnal Draft.

by process:

Group Critique,

(4)

( 1) Pre··writing,

Revision,

Revision,

I go through several steps to complete this

p1.'ocess:
(1)
I choose a list of high interest topics, and the student chooses
his favorite.

i

!

(2)
We have a round-table, open class dicussion on all topics, and I
answer questions if presented,
( 3)

I break meals of skills or mechanics into bite-size portions,

(~ )
I introduce several pre-writing strategies ,rnd allow students to
choose. Cluster writing, brainstorming, mapping, and free writing are
favorites.
( 5)
i

I

I

I

I teach the process (again)
( 1) topic
(2) discussion
(3) pre-writing
(~) rough draft
(5) peer group critique
(6) revision
(7) final draft

( 6)
I correct papers, write marginal suggestions or comments, and I
give directions to reference in text for particular problems.
I use no
red ink!
I choose several problem areas common for
( 7)
and I use 10-15 minutes the next day for this,

the class to reteach,

I '

! i

Donald Graves says,

"Skills are taught in conference because they

last longest when they are taught within the context of the child's own
paper" ( V. 7).
time to

Unfortunately, many teachers have not felt they had the

teach composition in this manner.
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time, space,
seems like

and curriculum for
too little,

testing, we hurry to accomplish what

While there

are no easy

answers to

composition, we all must develop our own techniques.
error

Only by trial and

can we discover what strategies work best in our ulassr·ooms.

we expect to eradicate

Lhe problems

our students

h:.we,

involved and formulate a plan to ensure their success.
not

teaching

the responsibility of

teachers

to take

English teachers alone;

a critical

look at how we

we musL

If
get

Composition is

it .is time

for all

Leach, and how students

I I

learn.
I

J

I

!I
i
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··sometimes I've spent all year in pursuit of a student,
-Harr Kay Healy
at JSU Writing Project

l
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!
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MY BOBBY
There are always children
about having been so
so much emotional

who stick in our minds.

strict with them in class, when

turmoil in their home

the love that led to

our strictness.

life.

We feel guilty

we know there was

We wonder if

they felt

If "we" had not been so demanding

of Bobby, he would have done very little in class that was constructive,
I

I

i

convincing others to goof off.

Now I'll tell you about !!!:t. Bobby,

I wonder how he is this summer.

'. I
I

I drop him a postcard I know will

I

be

unanswered.

I remember so

I encourage him to practice math (in which he is L.D.),
well how he

then laid his pencil down.

did exactly nine

math problems on the

No amount of whispered encouragement

SAT,
would

coax him into picking it up again,
recall so

! \

vividly the

writings I

showed his

father and

the

I
I

I

I

I II

testing people when I
killing, war,

referred him for E.C.

guns, and intense viol.ent

class.

action.

He

Bobby wrote

about

would write, "And

I

they all died at the
stony

silence,

end."

His father

jaws clenched.

read these writings and sat

His hands

gripped

the table,

in

and I

immediately saw that this father was filled with the same intense anger.
The set jaw and the tense hands were a part of his natural personality.
Bobby was referred by me for E.C. class, but the people
intelligent, rational people--would not place him there.
E.C. label 1 ing on his
him,"

lI

testing--

They

said the

records would "prejudice future teachers

I spoke to my superintendent ab6ut him, because Bobby
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those in his stories who "died too" at the end.
that

teachers had no

L.O. in math,

part in the

decision-making process.

and would I please alert

other problems.

The superintendent said

the special ed. teacher

He thanked me very much for my concern.

So in June I

now consider Bobby, wonder

like, and recall what

Bobby was
to his

Case closed.

what his summer will

my assistant principal told

me last April,

called Bobby's grandmother about his acute behavior problems.

be
She

This was

his grandmother's story:

II

Bobby was abandoned by his mother when he was very sma 11.

. I

left

him

with

occasionally.
at

friends,

not

strangers,

so that

he

His adopted father and mother now have

home, although otherwise they are

st i 11

But she
saw

her

violent arguments

cool and professional paramedics.

Bobby's stepmother found a letter this year which he had written but not
i I.

'

mailed.

In it he begged his real mother to take him back.

In her anger, Bobby's stepmother made him cal 1 his real mother and

' I
I

read

the letter over the telephone.

The outcome was predictable.

His

mother said, "You know you can't 1 ive. with me, Bobby.•
And I,

' I

I

his teacher, wonder

wonder why he writes about death.
After particularly
door

for a long, tight

how he is this

I

no longer

He has experienced it already.

rough days Bobby
hug.

summer.

I told him

would stop at

the classroom

often that he was intelligent

enough to overcome rejection by his mother, and that other people
love him and eventually
me.

take her place,

I don't completely believe it myself.
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would
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"Going Over the Hill"
I moved to Cheyenne,

Wyoming in 1975,

My husband, a chemistry

professor at a community college; was soon absorbed
get on with

on my own life,

I began to

in his new job,

take education courses at

To
the

University of Wyoming, thirty miles away.
One morning in May I needed to be
sun already blazing
in Laramie.

out across the plains, I headed

My husband

I was driving the Oldsmobile, a big

car with plain tires .. ,I should have
"There are two seasons

July."

for the university

kept the jeep, used for short trips and for the

interminable snowY days of winter.

saw,

on campus early, and with the

considered more seriously the old

in Wyoming:

winter,

But it was a blindingly sunny spring day,

and the Fourth of
and you

could see

Between Cheyenne and Laramie, the Laramie Range rises

abruptly,

forever out there.

The elevation of our plains to the east was
few buttes).
to 8,500

At the top of the Laramie Range, however, the road climbed

feet,

From the brow a breathtaking view of the plains spread

out on three sides,
ahead.

with the

Snowv Range of

With the jeep, I could put the

crest and

6,100 feet (give or take a

the Rockies

fifty miles

transmission in neutral at this

coast eight miles down to the first traffic light in Laramie.

Such was the unique character of the West.
I approached the peak this morning, looking around me for wildlife
that fed here,
II

lI

Straight ahead, covering the road, lay a solid sheet of

ice!
Three or

four eighteen-wheelers
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and

several cars were

bunched
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there

like cattle poised

before us, steep as a

The mountain fell away

to go down a chute.

ski run, coldly glinting white from

last night's

snow.
The big trucks
memory still

frozen

vehicle, I thought,

crept forward at
in my

brain

go any slower?"

five miles per hour.

I see the

From the

speedometer.

"Could

a

Splashes of dirt, possibly mixed

with salt, had been strewn across the ice by a road crew.
had not had time to relay a message to

Perhaps they

close the interstate.

Surely

they meant to ...
There was a gate not far behind us that could be
roadway in bad weather,
interstate system,
of the

It was the only freeway gate in the entire U.S.

But once you passed the gate

Laramie Range, there was no turnaround.

mountain--some way--soon.

drawn across the

and reached the crest
We were going down that

If we didn't, cars coming along behind would

plow into us if they applied their brakes.

And it was too late to back

up.
I would have

given anything

for

my old

jeep that day.

The

Oldsmobile was as useful here as a greased roller skate.
Then we were on the ice,

No one dared change lanes.

growled and whined in low gear, straining
wanted to move

up behind one, but was

to resist the

afraid to

places where the dirt was darker, thicker,
car crept even with a blue station wagon,

try.

The trucks
incline.

I looked for

There I used my brakes,
Glancing

I

My

sideways, moving

only my eyes, I saw the driver look at me and shake his head.
We crept down,

inches away--a slide away--from certain death.
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we came out onto the sunny western slope, the
gone.

My hands relaxed

terror, like the ice, was

on the steering wheel.

The traffic

went its

appointed ways as the freeway diverged, but driving into Laramie I still
felt as if townspeople should come out to welcome us.
that we had

survived the

terrible mountain.

I needed to shout

A little

band of

us,

bunched together ...
But this was Wyoming, and residents had had their own hair-raising
adventures to tell since pioneer days.

After all, the locals

to a trip to Laramie as simply, "going over the hill."
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Teachers as Facilitators
J\ Positio,i Paper
I will not be able to sneak past you, the reader, the idea
invented

the

term

J\bout

"facilitator."

the

same

time

classroom articles started to appear, 1 began to read about
teachers as resources, helper·s, motivator-s, advisors.
the open classroom was not

that l

that

open

the 1·ole ot

While the way

smooth, the "facilitator" idea stuck

of:

in the

minds of innovative teachers.
J.'acilitators can open
11

learning.
until

up the classroom to creativity

Quality learning has no thing

they

are irdested

by the

and quality

to do with repetition of

pupil.

Quality

facts

lea:ming exposes,

introduces, and then lets the chi.ld retain knowledge by using, doing and

I

experiencing.

This

kind

of learning

permits

teachers to

children to a concept, rather than forcing it on them.
provides
i

I

,if,

introduce

A film or a poem

a better introduction than saying, "Open your book to page 56.

Let's read about climate together."

i (

For

the teaching of writing in

that teachers

as facilitators

will be structured.
class.

At

begin by role-playing

ask the kinds

children to ask in their peer groups.

:,I 1'.I'
'

specific problems, or

rough drafts,
and edited

I
I

time

of questions they want

Role-playing is then conducted as
just when

everyone seems to

have

forgotten writing workshop manners,
Those who teach writing will

I

how writing

J\ student volunteer may read his/her writing to the

that point, teachers

necessary for

elementary grades, I have learned

share the.Lr writing with

scratch-outs, scribbles and all.

in the ways teachers

hope
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These drafts, organized

children will

model, are

eye·
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opening

to students;

human .

What comes

perfect

the first

Tedchers make
out ot

a tedcher ' s !Jedd

time .

And

revision- - that dreaded writer's

I

I
-I

mis takes .

'l'eachers

are indeed

is uot dlways

l ogi cdl or·

so t he

cbi.ldren see

d motivatiu11

word !

Calkins Sdys

t hat leacher s

writing dlso model wr it ing behaviors (The Ar t o[ Teaching Writiug).
instance ,

a

conference

r ole ·play mg

si tudtiun

in which the teacher

behind who keeps tapping
ignores t he tapper .

may

involve

Fur

d s tuden L · tedcher

will not dcknowledge the

her s houlder .

t or

Then , l n red!

l.ilUe boy

l ite , she al s o

Children quickly ledrn to Wdit for ot her readers or

confere ncers to t inish before they foi u in ( 20'7) .
To

give time tor all the writing slE:ps, tac;ilit .:1tors mdy s t x·uct ure

a classroom

this Wdy:

Children do dS mdny rev i s .Lons as they and their

peers feel are necessary.
a final

draft.

and placed

year .

The drdfts

are numbered, tinal ct.raft

on top , stapl ed ,

lmmediately prewriting begins on

in a "Final Writ ing" box.

another topic.
units on

When a child is truly tinished, he/ she writes

This prewriti ng Wds modeled by tedcher:; , who used mini -

clustering and brainstorming

Although Atwell stdtes in

at the

In the Middle

beginning of t he

school

that tedchers spend most

of their time moving among students, prewrit i ng is dlso prdcticed by the
teachers themselves whenever possible (97).
Instru0tors also give
reading from personal - choice
writing that

ample time 1:or silent reading cmd even oral
books.

dre motivational for

'l'his reading
students .

'.l'he

leads lo topics
old idea

for

ot hdnding

children pictures of objects and saying, "Write about these " provides no
motivation expect for the wrath of the tea0her it the
done.

dss .ignmenl is not

It cl1ildren may choose topics based on their own interests , they
162
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are already motivated to write when t hey beg.i.n.
prewriting exercise in itselt if

J

Reading

t hen becomes

leachers bdve already r ole - plctyed

cl

ho1<1

reading helps choices for wr.i. t .i.ng .
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experiment with the writing across the curriculum program. The book
includes articles from different faculty members discussing how they
used writing in their classes.
Workshops were offered by the school
built around these premises: (1) writing promotes learning, (2) writing
is a complex developmental process, and (3) the universe of discourse
includes a broad range of writing functions and audiences.
The
expressive, transactional, and poetic use of language is explained at
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believes the two styles of writing should work together, not in
opposition to each other. He feels that everyone should be "exposed to
and informed about, the full range of compositional possibilities." He
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found the book entertaining as well as informative.
It should be
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